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President George W. Bush will make an
appearance at 12:40 p.m. tomorrow in
Paducah. Tickets are currently sold out,
but a limited number of unclaimed tickets
may be available today at the McCracken
County Republican Headquarters on 102
Broadway. Paducah.
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Store prepares for last days
by Karri Freeman
Contributing Writer

Rashod Tayi~}(/The News

Sam Goody, located at 636 North 12tb St., currently Is clearancing items
throughout the store because of the retailer's planned closing.

After three years of business
in Murray, the local Sam Goody
will be joining 21 others across
Kentucky and closing its doors
within the next few months.
"The landlord wouldn't lower
his rent." said store manager
Christy Sanders. "We're not
sure on the date we'll be closing."
Currently, items in the store
are being clearanced. The sale
began Oct. 25.
"Everything is 10 to 30 percent off right now and eventually will get up Lo 70 to 85 percent
off," Sanders said.
Lnurie
Bauer,
company
spokesperson of Musicland

Group Inc., said the company
announced earlier in October
that 150 locations would be closing, and a liquidator would take
over.
"Great American Group, as of
Friday, took over the store,
which i::. a liquidator," Bauer
said. '"The store was unprofitable and was unable to negotiate lease terms."
Bauer ..said Sam Goody would
probably be open through the
holidays, since everything must
be sold before the store pennanently closes.
Employee James Hust said he
will be out of a job. He has been
working at Sum Goody since lust
November.
Hust said no plan is currently
underway to put up a sign adver-

tising the closing.
mangers. said she had not heard
Andy Griffin, junior from Sam Goody was closing.
Advance, Mo., said he heard of
Mischelle Stocum, store
the cloc;ing from friends.
manger of Fashion Bug. said she
'The reason to go out of busi- does not handle the lease.
ness is they don't have special"Our real estate deals with
ized items. and you can get COs that," Stocum said.
and DVDs cheaper at WalAt Hibbett Sporting Goods,
Mart." he said.
store manager Josh Jenkins said
When senior Tonya Stamper, he also has had no problems
from Louisville, heard the news, with leasing.
she was shocked.
"The lease stays the ~arne on
"Oh. they are?" Stamper said. the original contract for several
"It's a good idea if they're not years," Jenkins said.
making enough money.''
Sophomore Kris Andrus, from
Orher store managers on the Murray, said he is disappointed
strip said they currently were not the store is closing.
having leasing problems.
"l buy most of my music here,
Hallmark Store Manager and I had no idea they were closAnna Lindsey said she has not ing," he said.
had any lease problems.
A closing <.late has not been
Lindsey. like other business set.
\

WKUmay
hike fees
midyear

Politicians visit city, discuss issue·s
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor
Gubernatorial candidates Republican Ernie Fletcher and Democrat
Ben Chandler said they plan to
improve postsecondary education
and the economy, among other
things, while in office.
Fletcher. who visited Murray on
Monday, said university tuitions
must not be allowed to skyrocket
and cause an advanced education to
be out of reach for Kentuckians.
"I am so pleased to increasingly
see Kentuckians embracing the
value of in-state, higher education,"
he said. "Enrollment in Kentucky's
postsecondary institutions are up a
record 23 percent since 1998. Our
community and technical colleges
have seen enrollments increase by
54 percent. Furthermore, retention
rates are higher and graduation
rates are increasing."
Fletcher said those numbers
prove Kentuckians are placing a
higher value on higher education.
"As the next governor, I will
work to provide our universities
and community colleges with the
resources they need to give their
expanding student bodies the skills
they want and employer~ demand,''
he said.
During his visit to Murray last
Friday. Chandler emphasized the
importance of higher education.
"We must do everything we can
to keep tuition as reasonable and as
low as we possibly can because we
have got to make sure that higher
education is accessible to everybody. and I am determined to do
that," he said.
Chandler said he wants to ensure
that state universities are c!ducating
-;tudents in preparation for available
jobs and would like universities to
be actively involved in job placement for students. He also plans to
ally himself with university presidents to know what is happening at
state schools.
"l wouldn't dream of moving for-

ward in higher education without
making sure the presidents of the
universities as well as the faculty
and student representatives have a
big say in what course we consider," he said.
Chandler said postsecondary
education funding will be a priority
in his administration.
"Unfortunately, Kentucky is
coming up short in its financial support of postsecondary education,"
he said. "The percentage of the general fund dedicated to postsecondary education has been declining for years, and budget cut:; have
led to tuition increases."
As for the economy, Fletcher said
the old economic system had a different tax structure, but one found ed on technology and increasing
productivity is now in place.
"We want to attmct people, create jobs and create new endeavors."
he said. '1'hat'.s why 1 feel it's
extremely important to have a tax
system that focuses on attmcting
new capital."
Fletcher said higher education is
vitally important to recruit businesses.
"l think it's extremely important
that we attract businesses to this
area because we've got a good
workforce,'' Fletcher said. "The
Matta Barnard/The News
unemployment rates in some of the
counties out in western Kentucky Briggs & Stratton employee Kyle Braddock shows Republican Gubernatorial candidate Ernie
are unacceptably high. People have Fletcher how to pack an engine during his tour of the Murray factory Monday.
to leave (to find jobs)."
Chandler said he wants to con- Charlie Owen, will head the team three children, and it will not be of this," Chandler said.
Fletcher said high-stake camlong until they attend college.
centrate on the growth of state busi- for business growth.
"The
important
thing
is
for
us
to
"Obviously
we
don't
want
to
see
paigns
are vel)· competitive.
nesses. but will encourage outside
have a plan to make sure opportuni- the tuition go up, and we want (our
''You know. the people of Kenbusinesses to come to Kentucky.
"We're going to focus on small ties nre available for our people, children) to have opportunities, too, tucky are smart enough to see
businesses and look to get incen- particularly our young people who and be be able to stay in Kentucky," through gimmicks," he said.
Fletcher said he wants Kentucktives for our small-business people are coming out of college, that they Chandler snid. ··so we have our per·
to grow those jobs right here at have the job opportunities available sonal reasons as well as a deep, ians, including students, to vote in
home," he said. "We're going to to them so that they can stay in abiding concern for all the citizens the election.
Chandler said the key to the elecfocus on existing businesses. Now Kentucky," Chandler .said. "We've of Kentucky."
tion
is turnout and who votes.
lost
a
lot
of
the
good.
sharp
young
Both
candidates
said
they
do
not
that doesn't mean we're not going
Said Chandler: ''You don't have
to try to attract other businesses people that we produce here in like mudslinging campaigns, and
here, certainly we will, but mostly Kentucky who just had to move out said the other candidate started the much of a voice if you don't vote."
n,e Kentucky Board of Student
we want to see most of the jobs ·Of state because we don't have the negative "attacks."
Body
Presidents contributed to this
opportunities
here."
"What
we
have
done
is,
I
have
come from existing business."
He
said
he
and
his
wife
have
simply
tried
to
defend
myself
in
all
story.
Chandler said his running mate,

Chandler hosts student conference
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief
In a brief attempt to direct his campaign at college student<;,
Attorney General Ben Chandler invited editors from Kentucky's state colleges to participate in a conference call with
him yesterday Ill 3:30 p.m. to discuss isc;ues affecting students' lives and institutions.
Chandler spoke by cell phone to students from Henderson
Community College, Kentucky State. Morehead State, Murray State and the University of Louisville about his proposed
programs for higher education students and anti-spam legislation, but abntptly ended his conversation after less than
eight minutes and two questions from students. The following question-and -answer session and subsequent information
from Chandler's cnmpaign manager highlights excerpts from
yesterday's conference call:
Unlveralty of Loulavllle: "How would your proposed spam legislation work?"
Chandlers "One of the main things we want to do is have
an "opt-in" requirement. The consumer would have to "optin" to the commercial e-mail, meaning they have agreed to
receive it, instead of having to "opt-out."
We also need to look at stopping spammers from collecting e-mail addresses. We think that's one of the keys ro eliminating unsolicited e-mails .... We also want to look at having

some civil penalties tor spammcrs ... maybe $1.000 for any
unauthorized e-mail - that would get their attention very
quickly."
Murray State: "Do you support house speaker Jody
Richards' bill to keep credit card salespeople off carnpuse::.T
Chandler: ''Yes. that would suit me just fine. It's unbelievuble Yo hut ' s happening with credit cards these days. Anything we cun do to limit high-pressure tactics I'm very much
in favor of."
Murray State: "HoY. do you plan to keep rising college
tuition costs under control for students in KentuckyT'
Chandler: (Response paraphrao;;etl by deputy campaign
manager Leigh Stocss. <Nho called Chandler back and,a::.ked
him the question after he disconnected with the students.)
"I certainly support postsecondary education . First. we
need to get the state budget in order. I plan to do this by cutting the entire state fleet of automobiles by 33 percent. cutting the number uf political appointment positions by at least
10 percent, eltnunating excessive ~;pending by cutting at least
15 percent of the state's cellular phone usage. eliminating all
color copying in government offices. powering down state
buildings li"om 9 p.m. to 6 a.m., restricting travel tor all state
employees, cutting I.CXXl state jobs through aurition and
reducing other adminiwative and overhead costs to save taxpayers hundreds of million' of dollars. .. . These savings will
in turn give us playing room to keep college tuition down.

Paul Baker/The News

Democratic Gubernatorial candidate Ben Chandler
makes his last talks before the Nov. 4 election.
"I also .support Bucks for Brains, a college program that
recruits and maintains educators at the Commonwealth's colleges and universities.
''I huve also talked about a new interns academy that we
would like to instiLUtc here in Kentucky <Nhich would match
high-achieving students in our colleges and universities with
semester-long learning opportunities at businesses, nonprofits or state government agencies. Those are ju't a few things
I want to do."
For the complete imerl'iew, check out 1w.w.thenews.org.

by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

'

Western Kentucky University's
Board of Regents will vote on a proposal by President Gary Ransdell to
increase tuition for next semester at
its meeting today. but Murray State
officials do not expect a !iimilar
increase.
"I've been on the board since 1992,
and I'm not aware of a university
increasing tuition midyear," said Sid
Easley, chair of Murray State's Board
of Regents.
Easley said he was surpnsed
WKU's president proposed an I 1percent increase for next semester.
He said the board nt Murray State has
never discussed such an issue. but it
can be done.
"When you set your tuition, you set
it for a year, but I know of nothing
that would restrict you from raising
the tuition midyear," he said.
Student Government Association
President Josh Rose said he did not
anticipate a midyear increase at the
University.
"I would hope we wouldn't ever
have to deal with it," Rose said_ "I see
tuition increases in the future, but not
in the middle of the (year).''
University President F. King
Alexander said a midyear increase
could be considered at Murr.1y State
but he is opposed to the idea.
''I believe it's an injustice to students to slam them with a midyear
tuiti~n hike that doesn't give them the
opportunity to acquire more federal
financial aid resources," he said.
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs. agreed tuition
increases should be made at the
beginning of the year.
"MSU would be very reluctant to
do that midyear." Robertson said. "It
would be a very last resort for us.
Students need to know upfront what
their fees will be for the year."
Rose said students deserve to know
their tuition at the beginning of the
year and have the opportunity to
make finuncial arrangements.
"Their financial aid has already
been set, and they can't get financial
aid midyear," he said . "Why didn't
(WKU increase tuition more) at the
beginning of the year?"
Robertson agreed financial aid
adjustments could not be made
midyear and said raising tuition
midyear is unfair to students.
Rose said he talked to SGA·representatives at WKU and many students favor the increase because of
the promise to increase academic
progrums.
"I think our student~ would be very
unhappy,'' he said.
Alexander said WKU's tlcademic
quality has declined. while Murray
State sustains academic quality and
keeps tuition at an affordable rate.
"I also understand thi:-; is one of the
consequences that develops when the
state moves away from investing in
students,'' he said. "We have felt
these consequences as well but feel
they should be handled in a different
fashion .''

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor: VarK"5S3. Childers
Phone: 762-4468
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Thursday, Oct. 23

Court to hear preliminary
plea for University student
The preliminary hearing for
Tyler C. Webb, who was charged
with first-degr('C rape, is schedu led for 10 a.m. Tuesday at the
CaUoway County District Court.
Paul Baker/The News
Fonner student pleas guilty
Sarah Hobson, sophomore from Hopkinsville, uses tbe drunken·
to contraband charge
driving simulator sponsored by the Campus Activities Board yes·

Calloway chamber selects
new executive director
Tab Brockman was named the
executive director of the MurrayCallaway County Chamber of
Commerce Wednesday.
Brockman is the president of
Teamwork Marketing and Promotions.

Humane Society hosts
annual bazaar and sale
The annual Holiday Ba7..aar and
Bake Sale will be held from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Saturday in the Calloway County Public Library
meeting room.
The event is sponsored by the
H umane Society of Calloway
County.
Anyone may donate crafts or
baked goods for the sale today
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Donations should be taken to

October 31, 2003

•Police Beat

In the Oct. 24 publication,
Ernest Camel's name was misspelled.
Also, the Zeta Phi Beta sorority
was incorrectly identified as Zeta
Phi Theta.

Angelita Turner, a former Murray State student, pleaded guilty
in the Calloway County Circuit
Court to first-degree promoting
con traband.
'
She was sentenced to one year,
which will be added to the 10year sentence she received for
being found guilty of the seconddegree manslaughter of her newborn in her residential college
room.

The Murray State News

terday at the Curris Center. T he simulator demonstrates what it is
like to d rive a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol.
lhe meeting room.
For more information, phone
Kathy Hodge at 759-1884.

Hospital-sponsored event
to benefit support group
The Doncaster Holiday Trunk
Show and Luncheon Event will
be held Saturday, Nov. 15 from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Curris Center
Commonwealth Room.
·
The event will feature informal
modeling and noon dining with
proceeds
going
to
th e
Stroke/Head Injury Support
Group.
'Ine event is sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Individuals who want to attend
must make reservations by Nov.
11.
For more information, phone
Amy Agyeman at 293-4113

Society to televise annual
broadcasting auction
The 31st National Broadcasting
Society Auction is scheduled for
Nov. 10 and 11 from 7 to 10 p.m.
The proceeds from the televised
auction will bt>nefit the National
Broadcasting Society~·
For more information, phone

Christina Held at 762-2400.

MSU faculty member
receives 'Thesis' prize
Robin Zhang, assistant professor in the department of geoscience, recently won the "Best
Ph.D. Thesis" pri7..e.
The p rize is awarded by the
Canadian Remote Sensing Society.
Dissertations from throughout
Canada are judged for the award.

ASsistant director of bands
publishes two new works
John Fannin, assistant d irector
of bands, recently published two
new concert band pieces with the
Arrangers' Publishing Co. in
Nashv ille, Tenn.

Career Services hosts third
Fall Teacher Career Fair
The Fall Teacher Career Fair for
education majors is sched uled
from 9:30a.m. to noon on Nov. 14
in the Curris Center Large Ballroom.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Vanessa Childers, assistant news editor.

~~-

~

12:04 a.m. An officer advised
he was assisting the Murray
Police Department with a
vehicular accident with injuries
at the comer of 12th and Chestnut streets.
12:28 p .m. A caller from Faculty Hall advised a black dog
walked into Room 107. Facilities Management and the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
were notified. The sheriff's
office transported the dog.
4:38 p .m. A caller from the
parking lot south of Public
Safety reported the back window of her van was broken.
She advised a rock thrown by a
lawn mower may have caused
the damage. A report was
taken.
4:46 p.m. The residence director on call for White College
reported one of the flags in
front of the building was about
to fall off the flagpole. Central
Plant was advised.

Friday, Oct. 24
8:05a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported items were
taken from the door to his
room. A report was taken, and
the inciden t is under investiga·
tion.
9:24 a.m. An officer advised
there was a vehicular accid en t
on Chestnut Street by the Curris Center. The Murray Police
Department was notified.
9:50 a.m. The residence director of Hester College requested
an officer take a theft report for
items stolen from a resident's
room. A repo rt was taken.
11:58 a.m. A caller reported
University property was stolen
from the Cu rris Center. A
report was taken, and the incident is currently under investigation.

Saturday, Oct. 25
2:28 a.m. A ca ller from Eliza-

. /HAij · ~4t ?JNgllanl!

Sunday, Oct. 26
2:32a.m . An officer advised the
rope of one of the flagpoles on
University Boulevard had been
cut, and the flag may have
been stolen. A report was
taken.
Noon. An officer advised a wet
tile in the Doyle Fine Arts Center had fallen from the ceiling.
Central Plant was notified.
6:38 p .m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall asked to
speak to an officer about a possibly intoxicated driver on
Chestnut Street. No contact
was made with the alleged
subject.

Monday, Oct. 27
7:22 a.m. The security alam1

system in Faculty Hall was
accidentally activated by a University employee.
8:07 a.m. A caller reported
items stolen from the construction area on Hamilton Avenue.
A report was taken, and the
incident is currently under
investigation.
10:38 a.m. Derek L. O'Brien,
senior from Paducah, was
arrested for the unlawful taking of items totaling over $300.

The property was recovered.
7:54 p.m. A caller from College
Courts advised when he
turned on his heater, it made a
popping sound and a small
flame ignited. The flame went
out when he tum off the
heater. Central Plant and the
Murray Fire Department were
notified.

Tuesday, Oct. 28
2:46 a.m. Phillip D. Hunt,
freshman from Fredonia, was
arrested for driving under the
influence in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot.
4:21 a.m. Hunt was issued a
citation for possession of alcohol by a minor.
10:47 a.m. A caller from the
Carr Health Building advised a
subject was using the pool
wiU10ut proper authoriz.ation.
YVednesday,~.29
2:51 a.m. An officer at the Carr
Health Building advised a subject was in the building without permission. He asked the
subject to leave ·t he building.
9:17 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported loud music
from a nearby apartment. The
Housing Office was notified,
and an officer talked to the n•.sidents about the noise.
1:46 p.m. A caller from the
Housing Office advised a hitand-run accident had occurred.
A white, full-size Dodge Ram
left the scene of the accident.
An accident report was taken.

Racer Escorts: 7
Motorist Assists: 4

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa Childers, assistant news 1•ditor, '
with materials provided by Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

'"'
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0 Free Pregnancy Test
All services free of charge.
!;Jinformation About ALL Choices
~Caring and Confidential Help
/

~

1506 Chestnut Street (across from the I&T Building)
wwwLHouse.org e-maU • lifebouse@murray-ky.net

beth College advised a small
group of subjects was making a
lot of noise ou tside the college.
A warning was given to the
group.
2:38 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported intoxicated subjects near the
entrance to the building. A
warning was given.
3:15 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College filed a formal
complaint about the noise out·
side the building. ·
1:03 p.m. A ca ller from College
Courts advised subjects were
having an argumen t about the
ownership of a microwave. An
officer helped resolve the d isagreement.

UFEHOUSE
<:1ft C.tnla'

MSU AIHA Student Chapter
You get half...
We Get Half...
Everybody Wins!!
$1/ticket or $5/6 tickets

LeeAnn Whitney
Jody Langford
Shameka Owens
Ryan Kirkpatrick

»IMES TO &aJ
1 008 Chestn ut S t .
1 008 Chestnut S t .
For Showllnaes. Call:
153-3314

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES
2
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MUST HAVE MSU lO FOR DISCOUNT
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FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
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ood Comes to Murra

Every Ni ht!"

2 locations to serve you better! • Soup&: fresh
salad bar
4o6 N. Uth St. 1004 Paris Rd.
• Hand-dipped
Murray
Mayfield, KY 42066
759-2~
247-8188
ice cream

Fri.,
9 a .m. - 6 p.m.
Mon.~

10°/o OFF hufft.: t with .\ 1St · II>

Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

NOW OPEN ON THE SQUARE

as

Mary Engelbrett • Green Leaf Candles & Sctnts • Home Decor

Ask About Local Gift Delivery

fJJie

,,

Cfteny q'ree :J{orist &

qijts

1

We're More l'hlln Jusl f.. t'lower choppe."
111 S. Fourth St. • (270) 76J.Gift (4138)

~~~

until Deu.t2th!

~@~®a!
Special Good For:
Couples • Individuals
Siblings • Families

-----------·
I· 8x l0
2 • Sx 7
8 ·Wallets

$49
(No Setting fee)

-----------·
Call 753-8809

For An Appointmenl

Take Care Of Tht Whole

~llison 'P~to;~;~;~h:;-··
607 S. 4th St. • Murray. KY 42071 • 753-8809
www.allJsonphotography.com

0 SUNDAY • 8 - Ball Tournament
FREE POOU Noon- 6 p.m. w/MSU I.D.
.TUESDAY • 8- Ball Tournament
0 WEDNESDAY • ladies' Night
FREE POOU for ladies 6 p.m.• 12 a.m.
0 THURSDAY - 9- Ball Tournament
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Indoor Or Oulduu 1·

In front of

-~--

FREE POOL 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
· with purchase of meal and MSU I.D.

25% Discount with MSU 1.0.
Highway 94 E • Murray, KY • 759-9303

..

1 Month
UDlimited Tan

§ $2495
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MSU
faces
lawsuit

Students debate minority treatme.n t
is a Campus Activities Board multicultural
chair who represents minority students' perspectives.
Another major concern involved coverage
of minority events and minority students in
"The Murray State News."
"One thing I've noticed being a minority.
there's a lack of effort on the part of the University's newspaper," Hester Residential College Resident Adviser Termaine Shellman, a
junior from Louisville. said.
Other students said "The Murray State
News" is not responsive when minorities
request that an event be covered.
"As far as getting our opinion out, we did a
sit-in at the newspaper. I mean, what (more)
do you want us to do?" Tara Pruitt, a senior
from Louisville said. "There have been many
times that the newspaper has not come to our
events."
One concern involved the Murray community's attitude toward minority students, particularly African-Americans.
"I truly feel that diversity is not heartfelt,"
Pruitt said. ''I feel it's only attempted because
it has to be attempted. There's just a certain
amount of respect that you don't get as a
minority."
Amber Duventre, a sophomore from Jackson. Tenn., said local businesses are more likely to monitor minority students for possible

Council members moderate
equal opportunity forum
American students.
"There i~ not a lot for African-American students to do away from academics," she said.
Kenya Ricard, graduate student from Smyrna, Ga .• said the Student Government Association is insensitive to the African-American
community.
"I don't feel like (SGA) has an environment
conducive to African-Americans:· she said.
"That rcnects in their concert planning...
Counney Wilson, president of the Black
Student Council, expressed concerns about
SGA 's dealings with minority students.
"You talk negatively about how minority
students are not getting involved on student
government, but student government is not
getting involved with minorities," Wilson
said.
SGA President Josh Rose said he is looking
into the possibility of establishing a multicultural awareness chair to act as a liaison
between SGA and multicultural and minority
students.
SGA Vice President Nick Rexing said there

by Rob Whitfield
Contributing Wriler
Concerned students met Monday With the
Council on Postsecondary Education's Committee on Equal Opportunities to discus~ the
trealment of minorities on and off campus.
The committee was fonned in 1986, said
Sherron Jackson. assistant vice president of
the Association for Equal Educlllional Opportunities and Finance.
"We try to talk to studems about whether the
environment (of their university) is supportive
or not supportive." he said.
Jackson said the committee attempts to
determine the overall experience of students
and convey that information to the presidents
of the colleges nnd universities.
Several opinions. both positive and negative. were expressed to the committee concerning various issue~.
Arista Johnson. senior from Murray. said
there are no programs at Murray State or in the
Murray community geared toward African-

\\'J:I.C'C>\11:

Professional organizations bring
prestige, honors to Murray State

CLUBS
·you 1\:EVEH
K~F\V

EXISTFD

by Melissa Kilcoyne
Ne~vs

Editor

\,Jill·.· ..

ftl\

The American Industrial Hygiene Association and tile American Society of Safety
r ~ r--. '· ( '1: ~.
Engineers help students make contacts with
top names in their respective professions.
"Because both these chapters have won
• ... r l .1 '-!I : I
national awards. People know our name,"
said Lea Ann Whitney, Murray State's
-.
r.
AIHA chapter president. "People know
Murray State for being a safety school, and
that's very important."
Sopitgira
Whitney, graduate sLUdent fmm Paducah,
"The Murray State News" rakes its first
said the two professional organizations coorlook ar lesser-known clubs with the
dinate on several activities.
American Industrial Hygiene Associa"(AIHA is) one of two accredited safety
tion and the American Society of Safety
programs in the U.S., so we're one of the top
Engineers. Check out future issues for safety schools in the U.S .. and winning these
·~·,

·.,. 1'.. '

•·•

'I

~.

t

I

continued co1•erage.

awards does bring a lot of recognition to
Murray State," Whitney said.
Jeremy Stockwell. executive vice president of ASSE's Murray chapter and junior
from Murray, said he joined the organization
to help him make job contacts and show
future employers he was involved in college.
"(ASSE raises) money for Relay for Life
and brings in guest speakers to promote the
:-:afety field," be said. "We ask questions as
future people who are going into the safety
profession to see what courses we need to
have and what they're looking for in a candidate in a safety profession."
Jody Lankford, AIHA secretary and
ASSE vice-president, said both organi7.a·
tions welcome other students to attend their
meetings and see if they are interested in
joining. Lankford said she enjoyed attending
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Staff Report
Next month the University
will begin trial in a civil lawsuit
filed against them by Gail
Minger.
The trial is currently scheduled
to begin Nov. 12 in Calloway
County's Circuit Court.
University President F. King
Alexander said a motion made
by the University to dismiss the
ca~;e was denied.
A settlement hearing held
Monday was unsuccessful.
Minger's lawsuit alledges University officials did not fully
investigate a ftre in Hester Hall
Sept. 13. 1998. Minger's son.
Michael Minger, died of smoke
inhalation five days after the fire .
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

Safety, Hygiene clubs compete nationally

..,.
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thefts.
"In several stores, people follow (minorities) around or ask, 'Can I see another ID?"'
Duventre said. "Businesses should serve aU
students."
MyKeia Thomas, junior from O'Fallon, Ill.,
said it is harder for minorities to get jobs in the
community.
Treatment of minority students by Public
Safety also was addressed.
"I've heard about the police pulling AfricanAmerican people over for no reason," said
Eryn Murray, junior from Lexington.
The forum concluded with assurances from
the committee that the issues addressed would
be compiled into a report and sent to University President F. King Alexander and the Board
of Regents.
Alexander said Murray State has made great
strides in enrolling, retaining and graduating
African-American students.
"Our African-Americans are among our
brightest and most successful students;• he
said. ''We're constantly looking for ways to
improve a home away from home."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said the report would be beneficial.
"We're always looking for ways to
improve," he said. "If there are some areas that
need to be (improved), we will improve them.
It's a valuable process."
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50 percent will help go toward our scholarships and St. Jude's," Whitney said.
Stockwell said he learned many important
facts when touring the Chrysler Corp. with
ASSE.
"We took tours of the Chrysler Company
and made contacts with top safety executives," Stockwell said. "The potential of
landing a good job is increased because you
shook hands with and had lunch with some
of the top names in the field.''
Stockwell said ASSE conducted earthquake-prevention programs for ~hools in
Pemiscot County, Mo.
AIHA began at Murray Stnte in I992 and
currently has 34 members. The group will
attend a national conference in Atlanta this
year and compete with other schools tor
their third national award, said Bassam
Atieh. adviser and founder of the organization.
ASSE began at Murray State in the mid'80s and currently has 47 members. They
will attend a national conference in Pittsburgh this year and compete for an award.

conferences with both organizations and will
attend one this year.
"Sometimes we get calls from other industries and stuff to go out there and do sampling and testing," Lankford said.
Graduate student David Gordon, from
Murray, said he helped with a noise survey
at Fleetwood Manufacturing Homes to
ensure decibel levels were not too high.
"I think it was good when I actually went
out to a company and got some experience
witb some sampling stuff."
Whitney said she also enjoyed the soundmonitoring test.
"We also have at least two or three meetings during the semester," she said. "We talk
about the regular business, and we try to
have at least one guest speaker, not necessarily safety related, but something different
that the members can enjoy."
AIHA recently increased its fund-raising
efforts, Whitney said, and it donates money
to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
'1'h.is year, we are going to do a 50-50 rafne. Fifty percent wiJI go to the winner, and

en
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Political intervieWs
highlight differences
In My
Opinion

What was your most unique
Halloween costume ever?

''1 was once a
picnic table. We
took a blue and
white checker- ·
board tablecloth
and used
cardboard for
supports."

'News' distribution
suffers due to theft

Rcbccca Garmon
junior, Bowling GfHII

Our VIew

"I dressed up as

ISSUE:

Chuckle from
'Rug Rats.' I
even had a diaper
to go with it, but
that was a really
long time ago."

NUMEROUS
COPIES OF "THE

MURRAY STATE
NEWS" WERE

TAKEN FROM BINS
IN THE CURRIS

Brandon Hester
freshmlln, Fon CsrrP»>

CENTER AND

SEVERAL
RESIDENTIAl
COLLEGES.

"My most unique
costume ever was
when I dressed up
as Mary
Katherine
Gallagher and
even bought fake
nerdy glasses."
PauUna Combow

,

:~ t~

.
. .
•. . .
. ·

~

., 4j.~

freshman. Franklin

POSITION:
TAKING MORE

THAN A FEW
NEWSPAPERS
DEPRIVES ADVER-

TISERS OF THE
VISIBIUlY FOR,
WHICH THEY
PAID AND IS

CONSIDERED
THEFT.

"Another frat
brother and I
dressed up as the
ambiguously gay
duo. I was Ace."
Chris Jeter
)UfiiOt', Calvert City

The staffeditorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of "The Murray Stale News."
The editorial board is composed ofall section editors.

University and 1bese businesses
are paying.
Therefore, whether intentions
are malicious or not, taking
more than a few newspapers
each week is stealina and can be

Every week. portions of many
local businesses' profits are
used to pay for advertising
space in ''The Murray State
News." However, last week
these advertisers did not get
their full money's worth.
Monday, "'The Murray State
News" received an anonymous
tip that some members of the
Student Government Association removed all of the newspapers from the Curris Center,
possibly in protest of an editorial run the week before.
As it turned out, a couple of
SGA members, though it was
not sanctioned by SGA, said
they took the newspapers to
make props for a fraternity philanthropy event Although their
intentions were innocent, this
does not make their actions
legal.
Businesses pay '1be Murray
State News" to run advertisements, and the University pays
the staff to create the product
each week. When students take
large quantities of the newspaper, the issues are not receiving
the distribution for which the

prosecuted
Funhennore, the policy of
..'The Murray State News,"
which is located on the bottom
left comer of this page, states
that while the first copy is free,
all additional copies are 25

cents.
Obviously, this policy is not
strictly . enforced. There's no
damage in a student taking a
paper between classes one day
and a second the next But, if for
some reason a student needs
more than that, he or she should
feel free to come to the newsroom and ask for mare.
However, when racks of
newspapers are inappropriately
cleared of newspapers, publications' staffs at universities
across the nation have taken
legal action, whether the papers
wem taken because of censcx'ship or otherwise.
Now having clarified our policy and rights, we expect them
to be tecognized. Furthermore,
we expect to see "The Murray
State News" well represented in
the props that hundreds of
issues were used to make.

Interviewing
gubemalorial candidates
Ernie
Fletcher and Ben
Chandler in person was. a huge
deal for me. After
weeks of coverage
of the upcoming
elections, it was
nice 10 be rewarded with in-person
interviews with
the most importanl candidates on
the ballot
I received an eVANESSA
mail
from
CHILDERS
Fletcher's deputy
press secmary about three weeks ago
asking me if I would like 10 ride on the
campaign tour bus and interview the
candidate. 'The answer wu a no-braiDer
for me. However, the interview itself
was much more difficult 10 get than the
appointment.
I had to meet tbe tour bus in Fulton on
Monday afternoon so I could ride along,
and I would be dropped back off iD Murray after I interviewed Fletcher. So. I
anived in Fulton, and his deputy press
secretary told me that an unexpected
' conference call had come up, and I
could not ride tbe tour bus.
My ride had already left, and I waa
afraid the photographer and I would be
stranded. Fletcher's deputy press secretary apologized profusely, and we
hitched a ride back to Murray iD Congressman Ed Whitfield's Suburban. We
anived a1 Briggs&: ~tratton in Murray
and were ushered inside for a briefing on
the business and a tour of the plant
I foUowed fletcher's campaign trail
through the plant and watched as he
shook employees' hands and engaged in
short-lived conversations. After the tour,
I was invited on the tour bus to interview
Fletcher while we rode from the plant to
Martha's Restaurant
The interview was very strained.
Although his staff had been nothing but
wonderful to me, l got the impression
from fletcher that he would rather have
been somewhete else. He rarely Jookcel
at me during tbe interview, deciding to
focus on whatever was on the walls
around him instead. He never shook my
hand. I thought handshaking was a sta·
pie in political systems. l mean, it is
right there on the list under kissing

babies.
He did not answer my questions,
which were the same ones I asked Oumdler. For instance, I asked him about

tuition, and his answer pertained to
enrollment 'The only time he mentioned
tuition, which he said be wanted to keep
low. was when I asked him about his
plans 10 strengthen Kentucky's economy.
Gening an appointment with Chandler was much more diffkult. After a
couple of failed attempts, I finally
scheduled an appointment for last Friday
when he visited Murray.
A woman from Mumy caiJed the
newsroom to inform me about his visit,
and I was glad she did or I may never
have gotten my inlcrview.
I arrived at the Regional Special
Events Center at noon and inlroduced
myself to the woman who had called me
and Sen. Bob Jackson. who was supposed to pull Olandler aside so I could
interview him. He shook hands and visited with people who attended the
AARP function while I waited for my
twn.

After an hour of waiting, I saw the

same woman talking to Chandler, Jackson and former Gov. Julian Carroll.
When she spotted me, she pulled Chandler away from the two gentlemen and
told him he had to meet me'. She said I
was from Murray State's newspaper, I
bad an interview with Fletcher the following Monday and that I had not been
successful in getting an interview with
him yet.
He approached me, shook my hand
and apolosized for not getting back with

me sooner.
I think the inlr.rview went very well. I
to him. He
made exceptional eye contact and spoke
as though the interview with me was the
most important thing he had to do that
day.
When I asked questions, he answered
them. For example, when I asked Chandler about tuition, he said he wanted 10
keep it as low as possible. Although
vague, it a1 least answered the queslion.
It was gratifying when my questions
were even vaguely answered in such a
way that pertained to the question.
I think it is imponant to note I am not
a Republican or a Democrat. This is
simply an account of my interviews with
the gubernatorial candidates, not a stand
on whom I feel would better fill the
position as governor of Kentucky. I ask
that you not base your vote on what I
have written in this editorial. but that
you visit the candidates' Web sites and
examine their stands on issues.

was at ease when speaking

Vanessa Childers is the assistant news
editor for "The Murray State News. "
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2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenewsOmurraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
Erin Richard s
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Kyser Lough
Presentation Editor • 762-4468

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Taylor Ewing
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Severo A v ila
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·The Murray State News· strives to be the
University community's source for Information .
Our goal is to present that Information 1n
a fa1r and unbeased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum tor expression
and debate.
--rhe Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
enterested in journalism or other fields relat•
lng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be tree to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• Ia prepared and
edt ted by students and Is an officeal publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is tree.
Additeonal copees are available for 25 centa
at 111 Wilson Hall.

obviously hal a future iD Kenlucky politics.
But Pletcher . , is tiblble and wmhy,
and I fmd his ability and uperience moee
impressive thin his opponent's. Ben ChlmdJer
is a professional politi.cian. F1etcller was a
tighter pilot and a family doctor. Fletcher is a
lay minisu:r and a member of the House of
Representatives.
The SbiiUS quo is on the defensive. New
people, new f'aca, new tbinp seem to be at
hand. Thai's whal the polls magest. On Tuesday, we'U see!

Ernie Fletcher, the Republican candidate for
governor, is crisscrossing the state. making
speeches and courting votas. Ditto for Ben
Chandler, the Democrat. It looks as if Nov. 4
might be a Republican night. Chandler is
probably narrowing the pp, bua the polls
show Fletcher still leading by sizable mqins.
Some votm 1ft apathetic. They don't see Joseph T. Fuhrnumn
differences between the candidates. 'They History pofcsaor
complain about mudslinging ads and candidates taking fuzzy starids on the issues.
Allll M llllloll ... F ill eotdllnl
I understand these concerns, but with all due
respect, I think apathetic voters are missing the fliws lll ..............lie fact
main point
The central fact of Kentucky politics has To the editcr:
been the historic domination of srate politics
When I read the Oct 24 edition of "The
by the Democratic Party. Some think the
Democratic Party is the party of the common Murray Smtc News," I couldn't help but
man. But the ..common man" has not been norice Bob Haley's leaer to lhe editor. Haley
favored by Democratic politicians in Ken- pointed out what he viewed as flaws iD the
tucky. Our Democrats, in fact. have done a antH:radonist argumeniS presented in the
OcL 3 edition. I would like to point out some
very poor job of handling their offices.
Spending on education has doubled in the flaws in Haley's remarks apinst the anti-crepast 12 years. Ha.01 education doubled in value? ationist theoly.
Fint of all, I find fault with Haley's DNA
Spending on roads and highways has doubled
in Kentucky since 1984. Are our roads lwice argwnent Just because something is complex
as good'? Are they even much better? Ken- and llftique doesn't mean that somebody had
tucky is 48th and 49th in the nation in so many to be there to crea1e it. Also. DNA by itself is
indices. Does it have 10 be that way'? Are new not proof that we didn't evolve from apes.
Second, evolution is not based on faith.
strategies possible?
The Democratic Party in Kentucky is the Evolubon is a theory, not concrete fact. and
party of the status quo. The Republican Pany creation is a theory as well. 'I'heories 1re subis the party of change. These two facts should ject to dlqte, and iD order to disprove a theary entirely. you must have absolute proof that
interest apathetic voters- and everyone.
Congressman fletcher has been vague on it is wrong. 11lat is, you must have concrete
the changes he will bring as governor. That's facts that prove the theory wrong. I would like
understandable. We have only a general idea 10 see Haley's e~perimems that tell him it's
of whal he will do in a new job. One decides impossible for one species 10 evolve from
what one will do specifically after getting a anocher and that the origin of the universe
demands a guidina hand.
job.
My third problem wilh Haley's 81J1111W11C1
But I know this: Chandler as governor
would bring change and innovation. but not so is his certainty that there needs 10 be a God in
much. Fletcher will biina greater and more Older for slavery to be wrong. This qument
sweepina chanJe. Flelcher u pcmor wiU ...................,lulldwOod.
...aclwevilaeaaea, ..._
ippOinl new people who wiD exPaimenlln
ways that even reform Democrats could not we would live in a world wJ1houl law and
order. I totally disagree with this argument
manage.
The candidates also maner. Ben Chandler is Now, I'm not saying that there isn't a God, but
doa 110t have ID be a
likeable, and he bas experience. With his I • ~
youth, ability and w1Ming manner. Olandler atd • •., ...... lawlildcxder.ldal'l

aU--...,.

ihll.._.

believe that the human race as a whole is evil.
I do believe lbal there .e some evil individuals. but most people arm't evil.
As for by what authority one can conderM
slavery, I condemn it under the authority of
societal standards and morality. And yes, I do
believe we can have morality without a divine
beinc there to teach it to us.
l also have a problem with Haley's dignity
IIJIIIDelll. We don't get dignity from evolving
from an ape, nor do we get dignity from a
divine IOUI'Ce. We .e ooc born with dignity.
We eam it over a lifetime and can lose it with
one undipified action.
If we lose aur dignity, we have to cam it
back again, and this can take a long time. This
is analogous to losing people's bUSt when we
lie to them. We ha* to earn their tnJSt back.
which can take awhile.
It may not yet have been poven that we
evolved from apes, but neither has it been
proven that there is or isn't a God.

Daniel Garfinkel
Student
Murray State

To the editor.
The comment ..You go, Pastor Chad!" has
been heard quite frequently ... and not just
from the church members. Many faculty, staff
and students are proud of what he has done.
Pastor Chad is one of the niceSt and more
intelligent pastorS I've had the pleasure 10
know. He is truly concerned about students in
both their religious education and their degree
pursuits a1 Murray State.
He opens the church doors during finals and
coordinates faculty 10 assist students in studying for their finals. He also coordinates meals
for lhese evenings of study.
The pastor also assists studems with food
from the chun:h food panlry when needed. He
ipiiiOYCIIIml far saudents needing shon-tam
.... for boob.
I guess he just finally drew the line a1 what
he was willing lO do for students.... He did not
receive a doctorate to clean up puke and pick

..,...,..
NOW

~

n!ipOrid to the sicoa1ion ol cars

being towed. The Sunday prior to the towing,
there MR more than 20 cars and a huge UHaul bUCk covered with mud parked iD the
church parking lot The truck was actually
blocking one of the exits.
'The paste.- had to put notes on all of these
cars and wrote down their license plales. 'The
youth from the chun:b put invitations 10 Sunday school on the windshields. Two of the
elders and myself walked next door to aaeinpt
to wake up someone to assist us in picking up
the trash. We couldn't get anyone awake, so
the police were called. They also witnessed all
the: liquor bottles lying on the ground.
This isn't the only time this has happened. I
lived next door to the Lambda Chi house for
four years. I'm sure it wasn't always Lambda
Chi members or alumni making the messes,
but it was definitely some of their guests ...
whether invited or not.
Chris Jung commented (in the Oct. 24 publication) that members were not aware of the
churdl's wishes 10 not use the parking lot.
This must be a matter of miscommunication
because they have been repeatedly asked to
keep the pany messes picked up or not use the
parking lot
Oh, did I mention that those 13 cars had
parked in the parking lot befon: and were
some of the ones that had notes on them the
previous week?
The parking lot is meant 10 be used by faculty, staff and students 10 attend work and
class ... not 10 party all night. There's nothing
more gross than 10 go 10 church on Sunday or
class and work on Monday morning and having 10 walk around a used condom!
"You go, Pastor Chad!"

Pat Bray
Coordinator of the Immanuel Lutheran Youth
Group
Depanment of Music
Murray State
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Administration encourages
Halloween pranks, banter
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This Halloween, students may if the police drive by while he's TP-ing."
find a few extra tricks in with their
The representative also said Alexander's house is stocktreats.
piled With Halloween fare.
Murray State University, usually
"You didn't hear this from me, but the president has about
known for its suitcase-packing stu- 80 rolls of toilet paper and about eight dozen eggs just waitdents. has decided to up its ball-and- ing for Halloween night," the representative said.
chain effon to keep students on camAlthough .the University is encouraging students to have
pus by encouraging as much debauch- fun this Halloween. many will continue with their old roocry as possible.
tine.
"We are not encouraging students
"I mean, pulling a prank takes so much planning," Blake
to vandalize buildings. but a little bit Welch, sophomore from Paducah. said. "I'd rather just go
of egging or window soaping never · home and take my little brother trick-or-treating or watch a
hun anyone," one University official movie with my friends at home."
said. "If you come. to my house, I
Welch said he feels that Halloween is overrated.
might even lend you a few rolls oftoi"Come on. we're in college now," he said. "Can't we put
let paper."
this prank stuff behind us and just act like adults? College is
In a meeting last week, some of a preparation ground for adulthood, not a last hurrah to be
the University's higher-ups decided childish."
what Murray State really needed to up
Amanda Small. senior from Mayfield, said she rememrecruitment was a kickin' Halloween bered when someone played a prank on the Rainey T. Wells
bash.
statue in the quad.
"Of course, we don't want any"Someone put a bra around him and left a pair of thongs
thing like the Halloween riots that hanging from his glasses," she said. "It was hilarious, but
(Southern lllinois University in Car- that's pretty much the last time anything like that has hapbondale, lll.) has, but we would like to pened."
see just a little bit more fun," the offiSmall said she herself has never participated in any Halcial said.
loween pranks. and does not wish to do so this year, even
The University is encouraging students to walk on the with the University's encouragement.
wild side nnd use their creativity to come up with some leg"I just don't have the time and don't really want to put
endary Halloween pranks.
fonh the effon," she said ...Halloween is fun and all, but I'd
"As we reflected on our own college experiences, most of just rather eat the candy."
us agreed that we just had more fun back in the day," he said.
Even with few students interested in the change, many
"We were always getting into .;crapes and trying to get out University officials hope to keep the spirit alive.
of them. Kids today don· t want Halloween fun. they want to
Said one official: "It's the best thing we can do for recruitsit at home and watch scary movies. Their creativity is ment, even if we have to mnke it a one-hour class. Students
gone."
want to come to a University where they feel they can
A representative for University President F. King Alexan- express themselves through eggings and window soaping.
der said even the president may join in the festivities.
The University is committed to making this the best Hal"This is, of course. unconfirmed, but the president is kick- loween ever."
ing around the idea of going out for a little fun once his
daughters have gone to bed," the representative said. "We all Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist for "The Murknow he is in excellent shape and should be able to run away ray State News. "

Campus changes
surprise alumnus
In My.
Opinion

ROMAN

OOWAZNY
"ALL ALUMNI
WHO HAVE NOT
BEEN BACK TO

MURRAY IN
MORE THAN

10

YEARS WILL NOT
BELIEVE THE
OUTSTANDING
GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT.''

I just attended the 2003 Murray
State Homecoming - a significant
emot10nal experience.
In 1963. I received a second
chance to complete my undergradu·
ate degree at Murray (BA '66, MA
'68) and last visited the campus 28
years ago. WOW! The campus
growth is unbelievable, both in the
number of new buildings and the
design of the campus.
Fantastic! Fifteenth Street is now
a closed-traffic street at Olive with a
wide pedestrian-only bridge crossing over Chestnut Street going to the
residential college complex on the
hill.
In the past, it was walking down
the hill past the tennis courts, dodging highway traffic and climbing
another hill - a challenge to say the
leu~t to reach the dorms (nearly all
coed now on an Oxford concept).
Then, Winslow Hall Cafeteria.
Today. a totally renovated, firstclass dining experience with multi ple, excellent food choices and
unlimited helpings in a beautiful
environment.
Libraries today are the old Pogue
Library for very quiet study and the
btg, new Waterfield Library. Education students now study in a new
College of Educatton building on
16th Street. Student Services (career
counseling, personal counseling.
transition counseling, special needs
and more) today are much more
extensive in several campus sites.
The ROTC. Boy Scout Museum,
College High Training School are
gone.
Several other large, new buildings
have JUSt opened or are being built,
including the huge, new basketball
arena/cultural event~ center near the
terrific Roy Stewan football stadium with a jockeyed race horse running around the track after each
Racer touchdown. a beautiful sight
with the school song playing. Murray State banners hang from all campus light posts . The Tent City
Homecoming celebration and tailgate parties at the stadium are "big
time." The huge Curris Center,
which includes the bookstore and
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some restaurants, is breathtaking
and quite new. Murray is now a
semi-dry county. Alumni now have
a gorgeous l-year-old building with
a Walk of Fame brick counyard
looking down on the football stadium.
Look for my brick (Roman R.
Odwazny) and many other MSU
grads and friends. Do you have your
brick? Contact the Alumni Office.
Wrather Hall, the old Registrar
Building, is now a Western Kentucky Museum with a fabulous
MSU section of many Murray State
ftrsts and college history since 1922.
Look for my "First to ... at MSU"
recognition.
An attractive iron gate stands out
impressively on campus with the
three-star Murray State shield. The
gate was paid for by a generousJ
donor.
.. 1 ,
Yes, 40 years later. the campus
has more than tripled in enrollment
(from 3,000 to 10,000 students),
quadrupled in buildings, ranks 38 in
U.S. academic standing, has bestbuy U.S. education status and international fame.
Oh, the city of Murray also has
doubled in population with many.
many fine dining places.
All alumni 'who have not been
back to Murray in more than 10
years will not believe the outstanding growth and development. Old
favorites: Owen's Food Market just
closed, the new Bank of Murray is
on 12th Street, and the .Dairy Queen
is surrounded by restaurants and
businesses.
Senior-age alumni, take note.
Murray was chosen as the No. 1
retirement city in the United States a
few year~ ago. with Murray State
being one of the many criteria for
this special award.
My Homecoming visit certainly
made this "Old Gray Mare" a much
prouder Racer alumni ambassador.
See you on this magnificent Kentucky Public Ivy campus soon. Go
Racers!
Roman Odwazny is a 1966 graduate
of Murray Stare.
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Last-minute costumes,
.easy, fun, inexpensive
J

In My
Opinion

LIZ
SMITH

"KEEP IN
MIND THAT IT'S
NOT THE
QUALITY OF A
COSTUME THAT
COUNTS, BUT
THE EFFORT
BEHIND IT."

'

f

I

Assembling the perfect Halloween costume
require!> hours of prep,aration and labor, which
explains why most college students don•t bother to
dress up at all.
But, it i~ imperative for those in the Murray area
to display their ghoulish spirit on All Hallows' Eve
so that this yearly tradition is not squandered on the
inexperienced (i.e. preschoolers reeking of apple
juice). So. the following is a list of last-minute costume ideas that Halloween procrastinators can
make in less than !0 minutes. Keep in mind that
it's not the quality of the costume that counts, but
the effort behind it
A kangaroo: Run over to Kroger and pick up
three paper bags. Use two to put over your shoes
and staple the other to your shirt. This will give you
authentic kangaroo feet and a pouch to hold your
candy. It's a multi·task marsupial.
An animal-rights activist: Dress in black from
head to toe. When someone asks you what you are,
say you're representing America's pain over the
slaughter of chickens used to feed the population of
Murray. Make a button that says, "A generation of
noble omelet providers is suffocating behind a wall
of deep-fried breading: The time for action is
now!" Feel free to add red-speckled feathers for
dramatic effect.
Eanh: If you are a victim of consuming one too
many of the aforementioned delicacies and can no
longer fit into your old "Roseanne Barr" costume.
no need to worry. Borrow a map from your civ
class, tape it to your body and voila - you're the
world. Now roll your way into town and try nor to
crush any trick-or-treaters in the process.

A scat:i: Cover yourself in Band-Aids and fill in

the cracks with grout to get a craterlike texture. But
be forewarned. 'The Murray State News" is not
responsible for any damages following the removal
of said Band· Aids. However, if student.~ show up
to class on Monday with a missing layer of skin,
we truly apologize.
A narcissist; Collect a bunch of hand mirrors and
tape them all over your clothes. Fasten one to the
end of a stick and secure the other end to your
shoulder. The stick and the ground should be parallel so that the mirror extends right in front of your
face. Lo and behold. you're a bona fied narcissist,
though you might be confused with one of the
Olsen twins.
An idiot: Wear aT-shirt endorsing any one oftbe
programs aired on the WB network - all suck
equally. Coat your arms with "What Would Jesus
Do" bracelets (don't be offended, Jesus hates them
too) and publicly announce that you're an outdoor
recreation major to anyone who is willing to speak
to you. Though this process may be emotionally
grueling, the reactions you'll get while in the costume will shed some light on how Kentuckians are
treated outside the South.
Stick of butter: Strip down to your skivvies, purchase a vat of Crisco and lather yourself in the baking product . The fat coating should work as an
insulator. so don't worry about October weather.
You are now free to coast the streets of Murray as
a giant stick of butter. Yum.

.

Liz Smith is a staff writer for "The Murray State
News. "
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·German soccer game introduces new cultures
Every semester, dozens of Murray State
students /eo\·e their families, friends and
routines behind to e.tperience life in
ono1her country. Each week, Going
Global chronicles the experience of one
Murray Swte student studying abroad.

It has been another week in Regensburg,
and I'm finally settling in.
I had a case of culture shock for a few days,
but it passed. I don't even know if you could
call it culture shock-1 was just irritated that
the Germans didn't do 1his or that the ~ame
way we do in America.
For instance, if I need something from the
grocery store on Saturday night or Sunday, I
am just out of luck. I can't just stop in at the
local Wai-Man and grab \\-hat I need at all
hours of the night. E...·erything closes at about

6 on Saturday night and doesn't open until
Monday morning.
That is enough complaining for one day.
Now it's story time, kids. Last Wednesday.
three of us went to Munich to watch a bigtime soccer match (Bayem Munchen versus
Gla~gow Celtic).
Personally. I'm not a big soccer fan, but I
thought that this would probably be the only
time Twould ever see a premier soccer match.
so I might ns well go and enjoy myself. Needless to say, the three of us were enjoying ourselve~ at a beer garden before we went into the
game and were primed and ready for the big
event.
The game was great. yet fairly uneventful. I
was hoping the German fans would be rowdier than they were. 1 wao; thoroughly impressed
with the Celtic fans though ~ they rraveled all

the way from Glasgow and only had about a
IOth of the stadium, but they out-cheered the
Bayem fans easily. Bayern Munich won the
game 2-1, so there were quite a few happy
Germans leaving the stadium.
This was when the fun really began. Getting first to the subway and then to the uirpon
was a nightmare. Tens of thousands of pt..'Ople
were crammed like sardines into the subway
cars. und no one really knew which trains
were going where.
We were close on time as it was and had to
make it to the airpon to cntch the bus back to
Regensburg at midnight. With our luck, the
car to the airpon stopped halfway there and
was going no further. so we had to catch
another train to get there.
We ran through the. train station and eventually found the right car seconds before it

left. We thought that we were home free.
Yeah, right.

We rushed into the airpon at 12:10 and
were informed that we just missed the bus by
five minutes. We thought the next one would
arrive in a few minutes - no such luck.
The attendant told us we'd better go the coffee shop/bar and get comfortable because the
next bus was coming at 3:45 am. Keep in
mind that we all haJ class in the morning. and
the bus ride was about an hour and a half.
We hung our heads in defeat and went to
the coffee-shop area. and we heard English
being spoken (if you can really call it English).
Our cars perked up, and we saw that some
drunken Scottish Celtic fans were motioning
for us to come sit with them. Trying to understand n group of drunken Scots is kind of like

trying to understand the Pikey accent from the
movie "Snatch," only about 100 times harder.
After the first few minutes, we all seemed
to be speaking the same language and ended
up sitting there for three and a half hours talk·
ing about everything from spons to music to
religion .
I never would have thought that the highlight of that night would be waiting on a bus
until 3:45 in the morning at the Munich airpon. Who knew?
The great thing about being over here is that
I get exposed to tons of cultures. not just German culture. Now that I have become comfonable here, everything else is gravy. It's
time to enjoy the ride.
Andrew Behl is a junior business administration from Owensboro.
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Victim cannot Identify person
who beat her, murdered other

Officials remove names
from
death list

Olympic officials consider
re-testing athletes' urine

Thousands protest
pro-West government

LANCASTER (AP) - A woman who was
beaten during a break-in in which another
person died in June said she cannot positively identify the attacker.
Sandra Jernigan of Liberty testified Tuesday during a two-hour hearing on a motion
seeking bond for Dwight Poff, 23, of Liber·
ty. Poff is accused of murder, robbery and
burglary in the June 19 beating death of
Burdette Earles in Garrard County.
Earles, 64, died of head injuries after he
and Jernigan were beaten at his home. Poff,
who remains held without bond in the
neighboring Lincoln County jail, could face
execution if convicted of murder.
.
The other defendant, Jonathan Dyer, 17,
was indicted by a Garrard County grand
jury last week and pleaded innocent Tues·
day to murder, assault, robbery, burglary
and tampering with physical evidence. He
remains in custody at a Laurel County
detention center for juveniles.
The court has ruled that Dyer will be
tried as an adult. A pretrial hearing was
scheduled for Dec. 22, according to Com·
monwealth's Attorney Tom Lockridge.

NEW YORK (AP) - Forty
names listed on the World
Trade Center death toll for more
than two years were removed
Wednesday because the city
cannot confirm the people's
deaths or- in some cases - their
existence.
The list was cut from 2,792 to
2,752, a decision made by several city agencies, including the
medical examiner's office, the
police department and the mayor's office.
The names removed include
illegal immigrants whose jobs
were not well documented and
people whose relatives say they
were near the trade center on
Sept. 11, 2001, but know little
more.
In most cases, victims whose
remains have not been identi·
fied have been legally declared
dead by the court and their families issued death certificates
based on documents or other
proof they' were at the trade
center or on the hijacked air·
planes.
The tally had stood at 2,792
since December 2002.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP)- The
International Olympic Committee is investigating whether
urine samples collected at the
2002 Winter Olympics can be
retested for the newly detected
designer steroid THG, officials
said.
IOC lawyers are studying the
legality of retroactive testing of
up to 300 frozen urine samples
transported to Los Angeles after
the Games from the temporary
Olympic drug-testing laboratory
at the University of Utah's
Research Park.
The IOC also is seeking scien·
tific advice on whether the
frozen 19-month-old samples
remain viable.

BELGRADE, Serbia-Montenegro (AP)- In the biggest
workers' protest since Slobo·
dan Milosevic's ouster in
2000, thousands rallied in
downtown Belgrade on
Wednesday to demand the
dismissal of the pro-Western
government that toppled the
former president.
The protesters, led by a
trade union that was close to
Milosevic during his ruinous
rule in the 1990s, also
demanded early parliamentary elections and the stop·
page of the government·
organized privatization of
state-run enterprises.
About 10,000 workers,
many bused to the capital
from all over Serbia, gathered at a downtown Belgrade square, honking horns
and carrying anti-govern·
ment banners.
Dejan Mihajlov, a leader of
the opposition Democratic
Party of Serbia, claimed that
police patrols were preventing protesters from reaching
the capital.

LOUISVILLE (AP)- For this city, the loss
of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
uproots one of the last remnants of a once·
vibrant tobacco industry. For beleaguered
tobacco fanners, it injects more uncertainty
into a vocation already at a crossroad.
Brown & Williamson, headquartered in
Louisville since the 1920s, will leave its old
Kentucky home, costing 450 jobs here after
B&W merges with rival R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., based in Winston-Salem, N.C.
The deal announced Monday combines
two of the nation's largest tobacco companies. The merged operation will be called
Reynolds American Inc.
In Macon/ Ga., a B&W factory is expected
to close within two years, putting 2,100
jobs in jeopardy. The plant is one of the
area's largest non-governmental employ·
ers.
Some B&W workers in Louisville and
Macon will be offered jobs in North Carolina, but other jobs will be eliminated, B&W
spokesman Mark Smith said. Susan Ivey,
B&W's president and chief executive, said
there will be "significant opportunities" for
B&W workers in the merged company.
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Brown & Williamson leaves Louisville,
merges with Reynolds Amertcan Inc.
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Stonn strikes Washington

state, kills one penon
MUKILTEO, Wash. (AP) - A
powerful storm pummeled
Washington state, knocking out
power to thousands of people
and piling up waves that seriously damaged a dockside restau·
rant, chasing diners to safety.
One person was killed by a
falJing tree when the storm
swept across the entire state
Tuesday.
No injuries were reported at
the restaurant Some ferry service in the area was shut down
briefly Tuesday evening, ferries
spokeswoman Susan Harris said.
Elsewhere in western Washington, more than 100,000 customers lost power, including
5,700 in Seattle's north end, utili·
ty officials said.

'

Couple creates Web site
celebntlng beards
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) - A
bearded Jerry Jackson and his
wife were tickled by some of the
hairy faces they observed at a
North Carolina folk festival last
year.
"We saw men with beards
down to their belt buckles, and
braided
and
dreadlocked
beards, and flaming red beards
and big bushy beards,'' Jackson
says.
They were so impressed that
they started taking photographs.
Jackson, a 53-year-old computer programmer and Web devel·
oper at tl!e University of West
Florida, created a no-charge,
just-for-fun
Web
site,
www .nationalbeardregistry.org,
that shows photos of more than
100 hirsute men and lists their
hometowns, their ages and the
ages and descriptions of their
whiskers. Registrants also can
include comments.
William Sommerwerck, 45, of
Renton, Wash., pictured with a
long mixed-gray beard, says:
"Just say ' no' to razors!"
The bearded can get on the
registry by e-mailing a photo.
Jackson also takes forms and a

AP Photo/Darko Vojinovic

A worker raises a clenched fist during a protest led by a
trade union in downtown Belgrade on Wednesday. In the
biggest workers' protest since Slobodan Milosevic's
ouster in 2000, about 4,000 rallied to demand the dismissal of the pro-Western government, early parliamentary elections and the stoppage of the government-organized privatization of state-run enterprises.

scrawled on a ventilation
pipe, showing in which
direction the miners had
moVt~d,
NTV television
reported.
Smetalin said that the miners had climbed up an incline
in the shaft in the Zapadnaya
mine that kept them above
the level of the icy water. The
missing miner had apparently left the others in hopes of
finding a way out, and rescuers we re continuing to
search for him, rescue officials said.

Officials rescue 11
trapped mine workers
NOVOSHAKHTINSK,
Russia (AP) - Eleven of 13
coal miners who were
trapped in a deep shaft in
southern Russia for six days
emerged alive Wednesday
after rescuers had worked
around the clock to blast a
tunnel through solid rock.
One of the trapped miners
died underground and one
remained missing, emergency officials said.
Rescuers reached the men
on Wednesday morning
after
drillers
punched
through to the pit face where
the miners had sought
refuge following a flood.
Entering the chamber, the
rescuers found a note

Some Nigerians fear
vaccines part of plot
LAGOS,
Nigeria (AP)
Nigerian authorities said
Wednesday polio vaccines
recently administered in a
nationwide campaign will
undergo laboratory testing to
calm fears the United State.-; is

using the immunization campaign to sow AIDS and sterility among Muslims.
Vice President Abubakar
Atiku ordered testing on the
vaccines for agents that could
spread HIV or sterility, adding
that international, federal and
state health authorities must
work together to resolve "the
various issues surrounding the
analysis of the polio vaccines/'
Nigeria's state television
reported.
Thrre predominantly Muslim states in northern NigeriaKano, Kaduna and Zamfarahave either delayed or refused
permission for the vaccination
drive, with Zamfara demand·
ing proof the vaccine is safe.
U.N. officials involved in the
campaign say such proof has
been repeatedly supplied.
ill Brief is compilt'd by
Adam l.. Mathis, onli11e editor.
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Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the rig ht stuff

SENIOR SALUTE
DECEMBER 2003

-#-~~

University Store
Diploma Frame
Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.

$109.95 - $159.95

Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.
$15

Personalized
Announcements
The best way to announce to
all those special
people. Your name, degree
and major will be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement,
along with the time and location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in packages of20.

$30

--

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University
Class Rings and
receive $120 off 14K
and $260 off 18K
with the purchase of
a 14K or 18K
Murray State Ring
during the Senior
Salute.

Tuesday, November 4
tO a.m.- 6 p.m.
Wednesday, November 5 to a.m.- 6 p.m.

Rocking Chair Lounge
C URRIS C ENTER
COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation. degree
requirements and commencement exercises.

•

Envelope Seals

ADMISSIONS SERVICES: A representative from Graduate Admissions
will be present to provide information about the Master's Degree programs
and to assist graduates in the application process.
STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for December
graduates with stafford loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals
will be available on that day. A representative will be available until 3 p.m. each
day.

Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of25.
$7
Thank You Notes
· Say thank you with these
elegant note cards, featuring

custom school seal.
Packages of I0.

CAREER SERVICES: Come learn how to establish a career services file online! Information about resume preparation, interviewing, and job search
techniques.will be available.

$7.50

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect diploma frame.
SHIELD (YEARBOOK): Unhappy with your portrait or just haven't had the
time? Senior Salute gives you the perfect opportunity to come by the Dance
Lounge of the Curris Center on November 4th for Senior or Undergraduate
remake portraits. We look forward to seeing you!

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $29.95

Master's $78.90

includes stole

includes hood

Accessories
Bachelor's

Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

New-s
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Students complain of annoying telemarketers ·
Blocking disruptions prove difficult
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff

Writ~r

For at least a month. freshman Courtney
Thomason. from Collierville, Tenn .• ~>aid
she has been plagued by telemarketers in
her room at Springer Residential College.
"It's the same thing every time. I think
it's the same company," she said.
Each time, the caller tells Thomason she
has been approved for a credit card or chosen to receive a special credit card offer.
"Sometimes I hang up on them." Thomason said. "But sometimes they get started
into their speech, so 1just tell them I don't

want a credit card and that I' m not interested."
After a few rejections or hang-ups. one
would think the calls would slow or stop.
Thomason said they are still coming in.
and she is not alone.
Sophomore Rachel Jones. from Flora,
Ill., has been experiencing the same problem!'> in her Springer room.
"The woman can't pronounce my name,
and it's the same woman every time," she
said. " And every time I tell her I'm not
interested twice because I don't want to
hang up on her again."
Jacey Riggs, fr~shman from Evansville.

Ind .• said the calls have been so frequent,
she can recognize the voice of the telemarketer.
''I immediately know it's her, and I hang
up," Riggs said. ''If ~he asks for my roommate, I tell her not to call t'lack."
Paul Radke. director of School Relations. said telemarketer~ can obtain student
phone numbers a number of way~.
'1'hey can go out and purchao;e names.
They can get them otT of credit cards. If
you have ordered anything off of the Internet, they can get your name there," Radke
said. "They can buy narnes in a wide vari ety of ways.··
Murray State Registrar Donna Harris
said University policy is not to release or
sell names to solicitors.

Department plans updates
Academic Cjouncil evaluates p ossible courses
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Write r
Murray State is updating its
department of industrial and
engineering technology with
the latest communications
trends.
Plans are in progress to add
four new courses to its Telecom Systems Management
bachelor's of science program.
is
"Telecommunications
going toward wireless," said
Abdulrahman Yurali. assistant
professor of TSM . "It's all
about mobility. .being able to
access your Internet anytime.
any place."
The University hired Yarali
last March to help design and
teach what will become a fourcourse option in wireless communications, the first of which
began this semester.
'The first course i!l on radio
interface, radio frequency
technology and design of a
network," Yarnli suid.

''(The three remaining wireless courses) are in the process
of being approved through the
academic counc il,"
said
Danny Claiborne, chair of the
industrial and engineering
technology department. "We
are tmwing toward exploring
te~o:hnl)logies in wireless and
bringing that into the TSM
curriculum."
The second section, TSM
322, will begin this spring.
"The second course will
look at the technologies
involvetl in wireless communication. including t1me division multiple access and local
area networks. s hort· range.
midrange and long-range,"
Ynrali said.
The third course, TSM 323,
will begin in the fall of 2004
and focus on advanced wireless communication, encompassing voice. data and multimedia communications.
Yarali said while he has not
made u final decision on the

fourth course, he thinks it will
be a lahoratory-style class
focusing on antenna design.
Yarali said giving TSM
majors the opportunity to
expand into the world of wireless puts Murray State on a
level playing field with other
colleges and universities.
"In a year or so, we should
be able to compete with a lot
of universities who have been
working on this program for
several years," Yarali said.
Claiborne also noted a partnership with Agilent. a cellular/wireless company that has
given the department several
thousand dollars' worth of
software for wireless classrooms.
"We want to make our students familiar with the
advancements in this area and
make them aware of the technology," Yarali said. 'There
will come a point in the near
future when everything is
wireless."

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Reporting suspicious activities
helps maintain University safety
St aff Re p ort
On Oct. 22, a student alerted Public
Safety to a crime which resulted in the
recovery of stolen property and a c riminal
put in jail, stud Public Safety captmn Larry
Nixon. To encourage the University community to continue to work together,
Nixon offers the following steps u student
should follow if they :

Find a vehicle broken into
• Immediately report it to Public Safety
(762-2222).
•
liDo not disturb anything until a Public
Safety officer urrives.
~ake a visual inspection and try to determine what, if anything, is missing.
• Provide a detailed description of item(s)
missing. If possible, furnish serial numbers
and other specific ident1fying infonnation.

See a crime being committed
lllmmediately notify Public Safety, if on

campus, and the police, if off campus.
• watch the person(s) suspected of an
offense and be able 10 provide detailed
descriptions of their height, weight, hair
color, length and style, clothing colors and
type, vehicle or bicycle description, license
plate information, direction taken if they
are gone from the scene and any other
infonnation you observe.

Find a residential college
room or office broken into
• no not enter, immediately notify Public
Safety and wait for an officer to arrive.

Are assaulted
• Immediately notify Public Safety.
• Provide a detailed description of the
assailant and direction the person fled. Tell
the dispatcher if you are injured and need
medical attention.
• Go to a safe place where other people arc
located and wait for the officer. Tell the dispatcher where you will be located.

"There is always the Murray State phone
book. which is available in the bookstore.
and you can search for names on the Web
site. but Murray State does not give o ut
student information to solicitors," Harris
said.
One step students can take in an effort to
conceal their personal information is to
have their information suppressed by the
University. Under federal privacy laws. the
University is allowed to give out certain
directory information such as name, phone
and address without asking the students'
permission.
This policy is meant to make things simpler for students, allowing the University
to release information to potential employers or for insurance verification.

"There is a form for suppressing directo- •
ry information.'' Harris said. "If you put ~
one of these on file, we wouldn ' t even be ~
able to acknowledge that you were a student if someone called the office and
inquired about you - it can be both great ;
and terrible, but it doesn't really help the
telemarketing problem."
Harris said there is a limited group of
businesses with whom the University has
established contracts such as student health ,,..
insurance groups and on-campus eateries, .;
who have the right to solicit to students,
though generally it is by mail.
· .'
Jones. Thomason and Riggs agreed that ,("
if there were an easy way to ..;top the calls'
from geu ing through, they would be will- •o
ing to take action.
•n

Suicide counseling available . ~:
Officials discuss increasing
psychological health issues
by Rob Whitfield
Contributing Writer
Although no confirmed suicides
have occurred at Murray State over
the past several years, the number of
Murray State students with psychological health problems has steadily
increased, Psychology Department
Chair Renae Duncan said.
University personnel are prepared
to offer crisis counseling to anyone
in need, said Paul Naberezny, a
board-certified counselor at the
Counseling and Testing Center.
Duncan said Murray State has chosen not to join or establish Web- or
phone-based counseling services
like the Universities of Kentucky and
Louisville.
"Let's say I posted on the Internet,
Tm going to go kill myself right
now.' There's no one that can reach
me," Duncan said. "The (suicide prevention) hot lines have been abandoned because they weren't effective
(for similar reasons)."
Jane Etheridge, director of Murray
State's Women's Center said establishing an Internet-based suicide
intervention service is risky.
'
"I hope no one will tum toward
Web-based serviceS if they are seriously contemplating suicide," she
said.
Etheridge said the mental anguish
driving people to commit suicide
would subside if they would verbalize their feelings.
She said interpersonal interaction
is important to those contemplating
suicide.
Health Educator Judy Lyle said
the nurses employed by Health Services are trained in basic counseling
and are willing to discuss such
issues with students or refer them to
other counseling agencies.
"We're more about intervention,"
Lyle said, adding that if a student's
condition is serious, she walks them
to the Counseling and Testing or the
Psychological Center. "If someone
comes in to talk about depression or
stress, we ask them if they' ve had

any thoughts of suicide."
The Psychological Center in Wells
Hall offers treatment to students,
faculty, staff and Local residents for a
range of issues, Duncan said.
"We see a lot of people who are
stressed out, depressed (or are) trauma survivors," said Duncan. "Suicide (rates are) higher among people
who (exhibit these symptoms)."
College-age students a lso a re more
likely to com mit suicide than any
other age group. Suicide is the third
highest cause of death among college-age individuals.
The suicide rate among 15- to 24year-olds has tripled since the 1950s
and currently stan ds at approximately 10 deaths per 100,000 youth.
"Whenever we get people in a
stressful situation, (particularly)
where they are also experiencing
personal problem s, there is an
increased like lihood of s uicide,"
Du ncan said. "H w e take s tress from
college and mix in o ther p roblems,
we could have a dangerous situation."
The center typically sees patients
by appointment, but it is equipped
to im mediately see patients in crisis,
she said.
"Anybody w h o is in crisis can
come receive services here," she
said .
The Counseling and Testing Center in O rdway Hall is a lso available
to the University community.
"Any studen t can call and talk to a
counselor," he said. "We usually
have someone (immediate ly) available for crisis, but the nonnal wait is
two or three days."
In addition to their counseling
roles, the center 's staff a lso ed ucates
University students, faculty and staff
about recognizing s tudents who
might be at risk, Naberenzy said.
Naberenzy also said the Counseling and Testing Center teaches students to take proactive steps to pre:
vent themselves from sinking into a
vulnerable emotional s tate.
"Students need to learn to manage
stress (and) cope with frustration,

The Murray State News Advertising Deadlines
Space Reservation ........................ Monday at 5 p.m.
Ad Copy ........................................Tuesday at Noon

imperfection, disappointment and t•
loss," he said.
,,.
Etheridge said the Women's Cen- ..'1
ter specializes in helping victims of b
rape, stalking and domestic violence,
and victims of these crimes are more ~
likely to commit suicide and require ..
immediate help.
.r
"(The Women's Center) deals with
critical situations where there4!;
appears to be a crisis," Etheridge
said. "We have to respond to suicide :no
as rapid ly as we can."
Duncan said students in need !
s hould take advantage of the counseling services.
"
''I hope that students, faculty and o
staff who need our services take l'
advantage of the services," she said.
"There are a lot of people out there • •_
in pain."
•

The Associated Press cantribu ted to· •
this article.
•·

Suicide Facts
• s uicide takes the lives of
more than 30,000 Americans
every year.
• s u1c1de is the 11th leading
cause of death in Americans.
•For every two victims of
homicide, three people commit J'
suicide in the United States.
• c urrently twice as many '·
deaths occur because of suicide than HIV/,A;IOS-related l•
4
deaths.
:·
'
•over half of all suicides 1
occur in adult men 25-65 years
old.
•Males are four times more
likely to die from $Uicide
attempts than are females.
•More teenagers and young
adults die from suicide than
from cancer, heart disease,
AIDS, birth defects, stroke,
pneumonia, influenza and
chronic lung disease com bined.
•Three New York University
students jumped from upper
floors of on-campus buildings
in September and October of
this year. Security guards are
now posted at ledges.

Information from www.
crlsiscounseling. com and
www.washingtonsquarenews.
com.
J
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·M onday Nights Are
Show your student ID and get our
pizza buffet for only $3 . 99!!
Delil'ery Special
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Chestnut
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Free Delivery
4 p.m. - Close
Every Night

753-6656

200A N. 12TH ST.

HWY 641 SOUTH

325 MAIN ST.

HAZEL, KY

417 S. 6TH ST.

MURRAY, KY

MAYFIELD, KY

BENTON,KY

270-753-3086

270-492-8839

270..251-()640

270..527-0110
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Campuswide ReviVal

Paul

News

Murray Christian FeUowsbip wonhlp team leaden Aady Shadbtarae (right), sealor from Lou~, ud Aaroa Vaught (left), ~elllor from Central City, perform wonlalp soap to open Wedaesday alght's Campuswlde Revival Ia t1ae Carris Cuter Ballroom.

Various campus ministries gather in Curris Center for worship, praise
'

by Joshua Brown
Contributing Write r
A first-ever campuswide revival brought
life to the Curris Center Ballroom on Oct.
27 to 29 and featured speakers from the
Baptist Student Union, Campus Outreach
and Murra.x.Qirilli, Pellowship.
Briall' ~dwin, campus ministe r for
MCF, said he was excited about the three
major campus ministries joining together
for revival.
" A revival is designed to bring something dead to life," he said. "That' s what it

stands for, and that's what we want it to
be."
The revival began each night with contemporary prals.· and worship music provided by four MCF members.
"I think the college generation really
worships through music.'' said J ason
Thompson. a sophomere ftom ..Benton.
"And students making music on stage real·
ly connects to students in the audience."
The interactive services featured videos.
movie clips and interpretive movements.
Students were encouraged to seek God
and join together to share the love of

Christ.
"We want to show that as a body of
Christ, we are reaching out to campus to
let students know the incredible love of
Jesus," said Mark Whitt, campus minister
for the BSU.
Whin said this marks the fmt time each
of .._ threo major Chriadan mbrislries
bave come together for a campuswide
revival.
•
"It is a good sening for us as Christians
to get to know each other," j unior Aaron
Cowan, from Murray, said. "It gives us
more unity knowing the different faces of

·---------------------------------------------·
NeMI £lfe ehristlan Bookstore
MSIA Stuaents - ]all Celebration

different ministries, and it opens a reason
to bring in unchurched and lost friends."
Stude nts arrived around 7 each night,
and while only about a third of the scats in
the room were filled, the speakers wen= not
deterred.
"If Tie nally believe we are a vapor.
here today, gone tomorrow - ~tong •fttt
everyone around us - ho w could we not
live a life to fulfill o ur priority: a personal
relationship with God," Mason Leaf, cam·
pus minister of Campus Outreach, said
Tuesday night.
Baldwin, Leaf and Whitt all spoke to

•753-1622

MSU Students With J.D.
• Hair Care
• Sugaring ,
• Massage Therapy • Manicure
• Facials
• Pedicure

• t:ourt 6quart

- - - - • tututu.nttulift -book~tort.tom • - - - -

I
I

·---------------------------------------------·
Do you know anyone on campus with an interesting story to teD?
It just might make a good feature story!
Contact Severo Avila, College Life Editor 762-4468!

Ml1rr

God with a kind of 'skin,"' Baldwin said.
"They help us focus on Christ, and the
commonality of Christ. ... Students need to
realize there is a God who wants to be
involved in their lives, and he's passionate
about them."

10% Discount For

(bring in coupon)

• 5tb anb ~in

oae C'Jflfleln1
..catnpus mSnistries make people tee

~ !JE§~f tj[)()J:J Sp()J

20% off llllfl 1 full price Item In store.
amlt 1 coupon per CIIStOitler .
Expires }Jov. 15th

'

students about their spiritual walk with
Christ and how to serve God in their lives
and on campus.
Whitt said be hoped stucleDII would
have an opportunity to see different ministry groups and possibly form ties with

S

ay. ~~~-

e-mail - essentialspa@ hotmail.com

"An AV EDAConcept Salon"

Hester and Elizabeth Residents: University Church of Christ
Registered Voters in all other Residential Colleges: Racer Arena
, Voting districts are split among college courts and off campus residences.
Please call the county clerk's office at 753-3923 to find out where you need to vote on Nov. 4.
MSU will run a free shuttle service for students from the Curris Center to
the University Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 4.

CoUege Ufe Editor: Severo Avila
Assistant College Ufe Editor: Alicia Ray
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Carruth Kitrell spenchant
for headgear earns her ~Hat Lady of
Wilson Hall' moniker

•Friday
•Graduation Applications Due - May
2004 assoc1ate and
baccalaureate degree
applications
due,
Registrar's Office.
•Last Day to Drop
or Audit Coune
I.ast day to drop or
change a full-semester course from credit
to audit, 5 a.m to
4:50 p.m. Phone
Racer-Touch nt 7623500.
•Halloween Dance
International Dance
Club. 6 p.m. to 8
p.m., Curris Center
Dance Lounge. Free
admission.
•Cinema International - "With a
Friend Like Harry,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.
•Friday Night Live
Voices of Praise concert. 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables.
•Rocky Horror Picture Show - Movie
und production. lO
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater.

Colorful characters
from
Carruth's collection
This black hat with
white stitching is part
of an outfit that is the
most expensive
in Carruth's
collection .
She paid over
$300 dollars for
the ensemble and said it's worth every penny.
She uses it for all occasions, from work to wed·
dings to funerals.

This white
hat with
p i n k
embroidery
was given to Carruth by her boss,
Tom Kind. Kind had it specially embroidered
with Carruth's favorite expression, "Say no
more." Carruth said the phrase can be used to
express wonder and awe. but also can be used
in the context of "Say your piece. then say no
more."

•Saturday
•Lecture- "Effective
Communication:
What You Say Is
What You Get," by
Robert Valentine and
Bob McGaughey, It
a.m.. Curris Center
Theater.
•Football
Game
Murray State vs. Eastem Kentucky, 1:30
p.m., Roy Stewart
Stadium
•Concert - Gospel
Explosion. sponsored
by Black Student
Council, 6 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is $5.
•Cinema International - "With u
Friend Like Harry,"
7:30p.m.• Curris Center Theater.

•Sunday

...

•Music
Festival
Quad State Senior
Choral Festival, all
day, Lovett Auditorium. Call Bradley
Almquist at 762-6448
for more infom1ation.
•Soccer
Gome
Murray State vs.
Morehead State. I
p.m.. Cutchin Field .
•Senior
Recital
Baritone recital by
Ian Linenfelser, 3:30
p.m .• Performing Arts
Hall.
•Worship Service
Sunday Fellowship.
5:30 p.m, Univer:;ity
Christian
Student
Center.

•Music
Festival
Quad State Senior
Choral Festival, all
day. Lovett Auditorium . Phone Bradley
Almquist at 762-6448
for more information.
•Photo
Retakes
MSU Shield retakes.
9 a.m. to noon and I
to 5 p.m., Curris Center Dance Lounge.

9

Phone: 762-i480

it
when
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by Severo AviJa
College Life Etlitor
Carruth Kitrell is crazy about hats. So much in
some people call her the Hat Lady ofWilHall.
She owns 70 different types of hats - feather
straw hats, cashmere hots, huts with bows,
hats with lace, hats with sequins, plain hats and
•rn11 nrr"' hats.
Kittell, se<.'Tetary for the department of geo.
graduated from Mumty State in 1990
a bachelor's of science degree in business,
has worked at the University for 12 years.
Kitrell said her aunt is responsible for her. initial interest in fashion.
''My aunt, Sal'ronia Holland, encouraged me
when I was young to buy the best and dress
fashionably. Be unique and make your own
statement when wearing clothes."
Kitrcll said a friend further fueled her interest.
"Then. my friend Joyce McNeal opened up
own boutique. called Joyce's Boutique, in
Mansfield, Tennessee." Kitrell said. "1 started
to ha boutique because I could get these
ful outfits with matching hats there. So, I
buying from her. and it escalated to
anytime she would get some new items,
would t:all and say, 'I've got this. I've got

...

When ~he started sporting hats, Kitrell'.s family and friends were quick to notice her new
um,.-r..·" and began buying hats for her.
··so then my aunt and anyone who knows me
would see hato; and tell me about them or get
for me," she said. "My grandmother.
Perry, she wore hats, and r cherish the
ion of hats that I have from her."
One of Kitrell's biggest supponcrs is her
• Helen Perry.

put
up in
boxes, plastic
bags. you name it."
Hats don't come cheap,
and Kitrell is the first to admit
she can't just buy them un a
whim.
'1'he most that J' ve spent on a
hat would probably be $100, but I
have paid $300 - that was for a
.mu a suit," ~he said. "I don't
paying a lot for rny hats because that'
what l love. Now it's not that I'm rich
and can alford all these expensive hats
anytime 1 want. It', because, like everyone else. I sacrifice for the things 1
des1re. l'll save rny money for the things
that I want.''
One of Kitrell's hats sums up her personality. h is a white baseball cap given
to her by Kind. Embroidered on the hat
are the words "Say No More."
Kitrell has been using that phra"e for
some time now. She said it's an exclamation like "Wait a minute!" It can mean severn! things. une of which is "Say your piece,
th~·n say no more."
Kitrell said other women should ""'""rl,,.r,
v.earing hats. She added that she will cnrtnn.u~•
wearing her hats and dressing up because
is "hat she enjoys.
"Don' t be ~harned to wear a hat. ll's okay
to wear it anywhere!. Just 'put it on and go,"
said. "I uc)ll' t wear my hats for other people.
love them. so I wear them,'' she said. I am an
individual - like no other."
Say no more, Cnrruth. Say no more.

a new suit or
hat," Kitrell ~''"'"-'
said. "I start
thinking, 'How am I going to
tell mom uhout this'!' When I ~how her, ~he will
tell me how pretty it is, and then she'll say,
'Where are you going to put that!"'
Kitrcll is k-nown for wearing unusual hats to
WOfk on a regular basis. Coworkers call her "the
Hat Lady" and some support ber interest more
than others.
Kitrell's boss, Tom Kind, "Chair ol'the geoscicnce.s department, hought her one of her most
unusual hats.
"For my most unusual hot. I give credit to my
boss, Dr. Tom Kind," she sa1d. ''He SJW thio; hat
and said. 'I have to get it for Carruth.' You
would think thi!' hm was worn back in the 18th
century. It's a big, wide straw hat with p111k
tlower~ all around and ,, long !>!reamer going
down the back. I wore that hat and people
~sumed (it was) Easter, but lim e it."
Kind said he enjoys Kitrcll's hats as muoh ns
she does.
"I think it's great It keeps us nil intrigued and
amused, for sure." he said . ''There's sul·h a grem
varil!ty. I like the one with the o~trich feathers
beCJUSC [ can blm~ them."
The hats share Kitrell'~ home with her, her
mother and grandmother. Kitrell said since she
dO\.--& not have a speci:rl room des1gnated for her
hats. she puts them "hcrevcr spa~e is m ail.tble.
"Across the top of my bet! room dresser, that's
all casual hats." she said . wlncn be~ause I don 't
have a spcdal place for my lulls, my living room
serves the purpose right now. I huvc hats piled in
the comer, sometime~ spread out over the couch.

KEELHAUL

This straw hat is
possibly the
m o s 1

unusual
hat Carr u t

Carruth bought this yellow and gold hat about
four years ago. She said because of its bright colors, ~he had a hard time finding matching outfits.
so she wears it with her black suits.

Easily one of her most
flamboyant hats, Carruth
said this shimmering silver hat goes well with her
green suit since it has silver accents.

Chris Schweizer

WHEN CHRISTOPHER
TURNED AROUNb. IT
WASN'T A CHILl>
ANYMORE .•.

•Tut;.sda_y
•Photo Retakes MSU
Shield retakes, 9 a m.
to noon and I p.m. to 5
p.m.. Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
•CAB Campus
Activities Bo:-trd meeting, 4:30 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room.

•Wednesda

PROFESSOR HOBO

•Judicial
Board
Meeting - P<~rking
ticket
· appeal~;
reviewed, 3 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•SGA - Student Government Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curns Center Burkley
Room.

NOW, REMEMBER KIDS, IF THEY
DON 'T GIVE YOU ANY CANDY,
YOU KICK THEM IN THE SHINS!

I RAN OUT OF CANDY
AN HOUR AGO. AU. I
HAVE LEFT FOR YOU AAE
SOME COFFEE FILTERS.

•Thursd~I
•Mus ical - "Some
Enchanted Evening,"
7 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Free
udmis,ion with Rae·
ercarc.J.

.
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h

owns. With its
pink lace. flowers and nowing
ribbons, she has received more comments about it than any of her other hats.
Carruth said such comments range from
"Little House on the Prairie" to ..Easter
bonnet."

-
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Students, faculty celebrate Oktoberfest
by Alicia Ray

Mica Howe, associate professor of
Spanish. said the Foreign Language
Club originally startc.!d celebrnting
Margaret Brown, profes~or and Oktobcrfest over a dt"~ade ago as an
chair of the modem languages dcpan- excuse to get rid of the leftover
menL said she would compare the bratwurst from Tent City.
This year. Howe said club members
excitement of Germany's Oktoberfest
not only sold all of the bratwurst nt
to Mardi Gms.
"I went (to Oktobertest) in 1996 Homecoming. but they also ran out of
und in 200 1," Brown said, adding that the 60 pounds of bratwurst they had
everyone gets pretty crazy during the purcha~ed for Oktoberfest.
Howe said selling brat\\ urst at Tent
festivities.
Brown said the real heart of the fes- City on Homecoming weekend is the
tival, which is held in Munich, Ger- club's major fund-raiser, but it also
many, is spending time with friends eamct.l money by holding a raffle this
and family <lnd enjoying good food, year. Wild Ra'ipberry, Movie World,
August Moon, Los Portales. the Peach
drinks and music.
The festival commences \\ith .t Blos!>orn and the Murray State Bookparade, which features people.': in tra<.li- store donated items for the raffle.
John Lee, president of the Foreign
tional Gennan dress such a~ short
leather pants with suspenders called Language Club, said although the
"lederhosen." Following the parade. club probably did not earn much
festival-gocrs migrate to a field in money ut Oktoberfest, the members
Munich \\here massive tents are set mised about $370 at Tent City nnd
$600 from dues so far this year.
up and occupied for two weeks.
"We (have) 60 paying members."
"A lot of times, you·rc: sitting next
to people you don't know ... people suid Lee. a sophomore from
from all over Europe and the United Scottsville. "We're getting more interStates. and you end up be(·oming est and more publicity."
Sophomore Andria Smither, from
friends with 'them," Brown said. "It's
Nichola.wille, said she ha" been highjust having a nice time '>'ith others."
Brown said the Foreign Language ly involved in the club since she
Club succeeded in replicating the joined this semester.
"It's good to learn other cultures,"
happy German beer garden atmosphere last Saturday at the home of she said. "It's good to get to know (the
modem languages faculty members international students) and other peoMichael Waag and Yoko Hatakeya- ple in the department as well."
Assistant Professor of Modem Lan·
ma.
"We try to huve the music and the guagc~ Therese Saint Paul. adviser of
German food to recreate the tc.eling of the fom1cr Swing Dance Oub. said
being at Oktoberfcst,'' Brown said. ''I the club recently merged the S"ing
Dance Club and the Latin Dance Club
feel like it's ideal here:·
Brown said the club imports to fom1 the International Dance Club.
bratwurst from Wisconsin. where which will have its first dance tonight
there is a large German population. from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Curris Center
and uses only Gem1an recipes for the Dance Lounge. Costumes are option·
potato salad. lHlUerkraut, onions and nl, and all types of music will be
played.
desserts.
Assistant College Ufc Editor

1. Clay Aiken - "Measure of

a Man"
2. Ludacrls - "Chicken 'n'
Beer"
3. Jagged Edge - "Hard"
4. OutKast - "Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below"
5. Barbra Strelsand - "The
Movie Album"
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Scary Movie 3 - Starring
Pamela Anderson
2. The Texas Chalnsaw Mas·
sacre - Starring Jessica Biel
3. Radio - Starring Cuba
Gooding Jr.
4. Runaway Jury - Starring
John Cusack
5. Mystic River - Starring
Sean Penn
Source: Associated Press

• Books
1- Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"
2. Patricia Cornwell - "Blow
Fly"
3. Mitch Alborn - ''The Five
People You Meet in Heaven1'
4. Dan Brown - ''The Da Vinci
Code"
5. Michael Moore - "Dude,
Where's My Country''
Source: Associated Press

(above) Students and
children play in a pile
of leaves at the O kto·
berfest celebration Saturday. A tradition a t
Murray's Oktoberfest
is to pile up leaves, and
at the end of the traditional festivit ies, participa nts j ump into the
pile and play to their
hearts' content.
(right) Therese Saint
Paul draws names from
a hat to decide winners
of the Oktoberfcst raffle. Prizes included Tshirts, movie tickets
and meal coupons.

Thursday retreads well-worn emo territory
di'>play I with the butterfly und the scarecrow I
with ~miles like picket fences"). At worst, they
seem to revel in ambiguity ("I'm on display I
with IlK· butterfly and the scarecrow I with
smil~ like picket fences"). No. that w;c;n't n
typo. lt's really up to the listener to decide.
\\'hat Thursday is doing mw;ically isn't new
- recalling Rites of Spring, Dag Nasty and
Juwbox - hut try telling that to your average
teenage consumer.
Although Thursday isn•t doing unything
new, the band is doing it well. Jaggedly
melodic guitar~. vocals thut literally mnge
from a whisper to a scrcmn and a gn~al big
major-label budget to record with, which
makes it all ~ound perfect - ~ornetimes a little
too perfect.
Overall, "War All the Time" comes across
as a much more honest allegory of underground music than Good Charlotte or Sum 41 .
I like "War All the Time," hut I wouldn't want
to hear "War All the lime" all the time, only

by justin Bontrager
~taff

• w eb site
www.sweaterscapes.com/
style.htm
When your toes freeze as you
incessantly
crush
leaves
beneath you~ favorite flip-flops,
you may realize that fall is officially here. The change in the
season requires change in
dress, and this fashion site
brings you up to date on all of
the latest, hot fall fashions,
including pencil leg pants, neutral greys, opera gloves, cropsleeved coats and menswear.
Don't be left out in the cold.

photos by laura WeiteriThe News

Writer

"Emo" is the lamc:st classilic:•tion of a style
of music since "new wave."
Lumping Jets to Br37.iJ.r Dashboard Confessional and ThurM!ay together is as stupid as the
corporate attempt during the late '70s and early
'80s to give punk a polite (and theoretically
popular) face hy grouping the Talking Heads,
Devo, the Jam and the Clash together a-. newwave bands.
What is emu anyway? IL just seem:. like u
categorization for pseudo-intellectual, backpack-wearing punk kinds. Anyway. Yl)U can
thank the supreme deity of your choice thlll
emo is dead or at ka.-.t removed from common
usage in undl'rground mu!'>ic vernacular.
If you hud to label New Jersey's Thursday <ls
anythi ng, it would be post-post-punk. The
energy of punk is there, but punk's angry
dogma has been replaced with, um, emotion.

COMING SOON
Basketball Preview
Look for it on Nov. 2 1!

Tite title of this CD, "War All the Time''
(sounds like a slogan f0r the Bush campaign),
might lead some to conjecture that Thursc.lay is
projecting outward, but the lyrics reveal a hand
f()cused far mc)re inward.
At best. the lyrics approach poetry ("I'm on

r--------------•
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when I'm feeling miserable inside and want to
subdue the. outside world so I can mire myself
in an imcrior realm of melancholy (which isn't
often).
For all you "emo" kids (or whatever you call
yourselves now), take the Dashboard Confe.c;sional CD out of your satchel, give it to your
parents and tell them it's a new James Taylor
album. Then, experience the brutal introspection of Thursday until the pain of not being
unde~tood by your parents, peers and pets is
drowned out
I would give this un obligatory r.tting of E(for not cmo), but E minuses aren't given here.
In fact, where J come from they don't give E's,
they give F' s, but that w0uld jUStl.'onfuse you
more and make you think this album sucks
since you've already been dcsensitited by the
absurd grnding l>ystcm. ·lhus I shall bestow
Thursday's "War All the Time" with a B tor
"Be gom· with the emo kids!"
Obligatory Rating: B+

AUTHORIZED DEALER OF ALL OF THE ABOVb:

~Oilts,S<irts.

PWSAMPEG, IBANEZ, KUSTOM &

CRAm

1\MPUFmRS .t GEM KEYBOARDS

Jc;d:;rk:M&lVltYe
,.Ut:?:i· }ri. TQ(fJam 4CfJpm
~. IC/Jpm !X/Jpm

Located At

5-Poinl~

(i~'«i£t1.(;J'Y)Ivk;n

LAKEWAY PACKAGE STORE
Shop and Browse through the
~
Largest Selection of
Wines and Spirits in this area ~

Tf

1417 E. Wood St. (Lake Hwy)
Paris, TN 38242
(Across from Hampton Inn)

(731) 642-9737
Directions from Murray: Take 641 S.,
turn left onto Wood St. and continue
until you see it on the right.

DISCOUNTS

~

Great Food!

-----------·
AmNTIONALL

MSU STUDENTS & FACULTY!
Get a $50 One-Hour
Premier Massage for only

I
I

a

$35 during Sept. and Oct. -c·
CA LL 767-0045 •to book
your visit at Body Haven.

+laoll.n

Murray, KY

P.S. • WEL COM E BACK!!!

5-Close

~

~

____________ ..1
Located on Hwy 121 Past l owe's •

Happy Hour
Mon.-Thurs.

onday Night .Football
$7.50 Buckets I $1 Drafts
Thesday

Hours

II a.m.-Midnight

CLOSED
SUNDAY
Wednesday
$6 Margarita Pitchers

T hursday
$2 Well Drinks
Karaoke
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
Live Entertainment
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Students experience ghostly presence in auditorium
•
by Allison Ught
Staff Writer

Whether packed to capacity for Mr. MSU or dade and
empty late at night, Lovett Auditorium is reputedly haunted.
Students throughout the years have reported strange phenomena in the building.
Junior Carl Najdek, from Murray, had a creepy experience while working in Lovett late one night. Najdek said he
walked onto the stage to get to the Performing Arts Hall
through the back doors. He said when he got to the back of
the stage, the third curtain started moving, as if blown by
wind, and the chains on the curtain cords started rattling.
''The weird thing is, there is no air in the catwalk, and the
only curtain moving wa~ the third one. It was really creepy
... enough to make me stop,'' he said.
Not only do curtains billow, but lights are apparently tampered with by unknown forces.
Lauren Romanelli, sophomore from Crystal Lake, IU.,
said she was working as stage manager during Campus
Lights last year when a ghost played tricks on her.
"As stage manager, oue of my jobs is to tum on and off
all the house lights," she said. "Before we open the house. I
checked all the light switches to make sure they were on or
off, as needed. Everything was fine. When we opened the
house, I went (backstage) to kill the house lights, and one of
them hac.l already been turned off. I just chalked it up to a
mistake."
At the end of the first act, Romanelli said she went to tum
the house hghLr; back on and noticed that the main house
light switch had already been elkked on. She said she tried
to determine how the light had been turned on, such as
whether someone had been in the comer and accidentally hit
the switch. but she could not remember anyone else in the

area.
"I asked an actor later when the lights had turned on. (The
CLUES ACROSS
1. Polit•cal action comm•t·

tees
5. Anwar _, Egyptian
statesman
10. King of Huns (Scandina·
vi an)
14. Largest known toad
species
15. Squash bugs genus
16. Gaudy
17. Frightening former U.S.
president
20. Main road with many
branches
21 . Yellow·fever mosquitoes
22. Belonging to a thing
23. Curse
25. Cheap
29. Bothers
33. Type of barrier
34. A collection of anecdotes
35. Rotating disk
36. Come sections
37. Womanizer
40. Officers and crew of a
ship, typically
41 . Retch, slang
43. Stick of wax With a wick

in the middle
44. Unsupported
47, Most wise
48. Delinquent
49. Smoked salmon
50. Mongol, for one
53. One after another
58. In a way, serious basketball player
61. Feel antipathy towards
62. Expression
63. Pitcher
64. _ Blyton, children's
author
65 Chemical category
66. Spoken In Sulu archipelago
CLUES DOWN
1. Large burrowing rodent
2. A gelling agent in foods
3. System of religious
beliefs and rituals
4. Rescue
5. Normal or sound powers
of mind
6. Chadic language
7. Tropical woody herb with
yellow flowers and flattish

P.1ul Baker/ The News

Lovett Auditorium is reputed to be haunted. Students have experienced strange things inside the
building. Some say the spirit of a troubled young man wanders the area where he died.
actor) said they had come on in the middle of the scene,
when I most definitely had been in front of the switches, so
no one else ... had a chance to do it," she said.
At the end of the show nnd right before the curtain call,
Romanelli said she was talking with the director and when
pods
8. Volcanic mountain in
Japan
9. Follows sigma
10. Strangers
11. _ ·A·O, movie technique
12. Toboggan
13. The 15th day of October
18. Flowers having narrow
sword-shaped leaves
19. Tibetan or Mongolian
priest
23. Mother of Perseus
24. Bird genus
25. Climb. archa1c
26. Genus of trees yield1ng
latex
27. Linda - · actress
28. Moray __
29. Chops
30. Range
31. Overhangs
32. Improperly forward or

she turned around, three switches, the lights that were off
before, were now on. She a~kcd the director what the
switches were for and, thankfully. the director ~aid they
were for lights without bulbs.
"I asked around about ghosts in the thl'ater and finally

45. Full of high-spirited
delight
46. A well-defined track or
path
47. Sour·tasting leaves used
in salads and sauces
49. Having long, spindly,
often leaness stems
50. Have a yen tor
51 . _ Connery. 007

found out about the ghost who turns lights on and off
according to his cleaning schedule," Romanelli said.
Renee Saindon, alumna from Penyville, Mo., said she has
had more than one experience with a Lovett ghost while
making costumes late at night for on-campus productions.
She said lights were inexplicably turned on and off, and she
heard doors slamming in the building when she knew no one
else was there.
"Sometimes. and this sounds crazy." she said with a
chuckle. " l would walk out on the stage and tell the ghost
that it was okay and I was just sewing. and the lights would
automatically come back on.''
According to Unda LiM's "Kentucky Home and Ghosts
Stories" Web site, Lovett is haunted by the spirit of a young
man who plunged to his death from the sixth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
"All About Ghosts,'' a Web site about the paranormal,
contains information about a young man named Vincent,
who is rumored to haunt the building because be met his
death by fall ing down an elevator shaft in the Fine Arts
Building. Some say the man's ghost roams ll >Vett. occasionally turning lights on and off when he begins and fmishes his cleaning schedule.
Whether allegedly haunted by Vincent or the man who
plunged to his death, no one has ever reported a hannful
encounter with Lovett Auditorium's supposed supernatural
inhabitants. Some say the occurrences are just a coincidence. but others are convinced a spirit or spirits rove the
dark halls and the empty stage.
Saindon said there is a custom in the theater for dealing
with spirits.
"In the theater department when they close down the
stage, they leave a single light on a stand in the middle of the
stage," she said. "Theater folklore says the light is there to
keep negative spirits away fTOfll messing with the stage and
the scenes.''

52. Monetary unit of Peru
53, Tunisian city
54. Birds
55. Pueblo people
56. An Isolated fact
57. Ancient Asian city
59. Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!
60. A lyric poem

Last week's solution

bold

38. Inability to coord1nate
voluntary muscle movements
39. Annoy constantly
41 . A special loved one
42. Established custom

Restaurant, since

All of our dishes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, veggies, sauces.
Italian dough & homemade
desserts prepared daily!

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Dai'ly Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975

THE NATIONAL SociETY
oF CoLLEGIATE ScHOLARS

Lyn Ryan, Nurse Recruiter
lryan@murrayhospital.org

MURRAY--CALLOWAY
C 0

U

N

T Y

• Scholarships Available
• Loan Repayment Program
• Competitive Salaries
• Extended Education
• Flexible Scheduling
• Center for Health and Wellness

HOSP I TA L

803 Poplar Street Murray. KY 42071 (270) 762.1100

Wednesday, Nov. 5 • 3rd Floor Curris Center,
Cumberland Room at 8:00p.m.

For more infor mation please contact:
Tim Travis- 762-2215, Mary K. Cash - 762-4011,
or Erica Diggs - 762-2531
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Residential Colleges
begin Halloween fun
by jonathan Meador
Staff Writer
Mummies, werewolves, decaying corp:;es, oh my!
Those willing to embrace their inner trick-or-treater
will find all these things and more as Residential Colleges unveil a cauldron's worth of macabre fun this
Halloween. From costume parties to ghost-story readings, there's more than enough devilish eJtcitement to
shake a severed limb at.
The festivities began festering Wednesday with two
Halloween parties thrown by Richmond and Elizabeth
Colleges. respectively.
Richmond's soiree started with a screening of the
original ''Texas Chain Saw Massacre." Following the
film. the survivors wen: treated to a party deejayed by
Richmond Residential Adviser Luke Sims.
"I've deejayed before for Relay For Life." said
Sims, junior from Beaver Dam. "I just love Halloween."
Making an appearance at the party were none other
than Goose and Maverick. the dynamic flight duo of
"Top Gun" fame.
"( live in an Air Force town," Matt Hamby, aka
Maverick. said. A sophomore from 0' Fallon, Ill.,
Hamby said it \Vas easy to acquire the flight unifonn:..
Dan Fletch. aka Goose. had a backup plan.
"If we couldn't get the costumes," said Fletch, a
sophomore from Versailles. "We were going as
Smurfs."
That night at Elizabeth, spook-seekers were treated
to a costume party and a special ghost-story reading
courtesy of Elizabeth Residential College Head
Robert Valentine.
Freshman Heather Bradley, from Fairdale, said she
wasn't spooked.
And at White College, "HalloWhite" was in full
effect.
"It's a big costume party," said Leslie Barger, a
senior from Carrier Mill~. £11.
Barger said she is trying to tum HalloWhite into an
annual tradition.
HalloWhite sported activities such as bobbing for
apples, mummy-wrapping, and pumpkin-carving.
But the frights didn't end there. Here's a rundown of

the gore in store for you ghouls and gals this evening:
Residents of Springer-Franklin, Regents and Clark
Colleges .;hould keep an eye out for imps, ghosts and
various other monstrosities roaming the halls.
The colleges have invited local children to come
trick-or-treating, opening their doors and their buckets
of candy to the pint-sized pillagers starting at 5 p.m.
Children brave enough to enter "Clark Castle" must
endure the horrific haunted house set up in a study
loungt within the college.
The charity-minded can join senior Ernest Camel
and other residents of Hart College as they deliver
candy to autistic children at the Watch Center this
afternoon.
"We'll have transportation for anyone who wants to
come," said Camel, from Earlington. "It's a good
chance to go out and give back to the community."
Camel wi II lead the group as they hand out candy at
the Watch Center, a local home for disabled children.
Afterward, they will make their way to Murray Middle School, handing out candy to the students.
Those interested should meet Camel on the Curris
•
Center steps at 1:50 p.m.
Later this evening, the ''Monster Bash" will be held
in the back lobby of Hester college. Dungeon gates
open at 7. and the bash is open to all students. faculty
and staff.
Partygoers will be treated ro a variety of oddities and activities
including music, face-painting, costume contests, doit· yourself caramel apples and a game entitled "The

Toe Jam."
"Playing 'Toe Jam' is like bobbing for apples with
your feet," Hester's social programs director. Courtney Baines, explained. "Instead of apples and cider,
you'll have to use your feet to grab hot dogs stuffed
with money."
Baines, sophomore from Danville, said if you're
going to come. you'd better bring a costume.
"We may have a few (costumes) at the front door,
but they won't last for long,'' she said.
Finally, "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" will be
~hown in the Curtis Center Theater at 10 p.m. Attendees are encouraged to come as their favorite characters from the cult classic.
Just don't forget your tishnets.

Jack-o'-Lanterns and Pies:

Candy and Costumes:
There were 1,040 U.S. manufacturing establishments producing chocolate and
cocoa products in 2001. These establishments employed 45,913 people and shipped
$12 billion worth of goods that year. California led the nation in the number of chocolate- and cocoa-manufacturing establishments (with 116) followed by Pennsylvania
(with 107).

Where to Spend Halloween:
Some places around the country that may get you into the Halloween spirit are:

•

•
•
•

•

Transylvania County, N.C., with 29,499 residents .
Tombstone, Ariz., with a population of 1,537.
Pumpkin Center, N.C. (population 2,228)
Cape Fear township (New Hanover County), N.C.; (population 15,711 ) .
Skull Creek township, Neb., with a population of 295.
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photos by Paul Baker/The News

(above) Members of Elizabeth College take part in a costume contest Wednesday night. Kirby
Watts. sophomore from Crestwood, won the contest by dressing as a deviled egg.

(above) Junior David
Smith (left), from
Broughton, Ul., sophomore Brian Rommes,
from Goshen, and
Kirby Watts discuss the
other costumes at Elizabeth College's costume contest night.
(right) Sophomore Dan
Fletcher (left), from
Versailles, and .sophomore Matt Hamby,
from O'Fallon, Ill.
team up to dress as
"'Goose" and "Ma\·erick" from the film ..Top
Gun.''

Easy, inexpensive costume ideas
for busy, cash-strapped students
by Lydia Barrow

790.7 million pounds of pumpkins were produced in the U.S. in 2002. Illinois, with a
production of 299 million pounds, led the country. There also were big pumpkin
patches in California (150 million pounds produced). Pennsylvania (117 million), New
York (107 million) and Michigan (60 million).

The Murray State News

Richard Simmons

Contributing writer
Halloween is here again, and
many college student!> have a tight
budget and can't afford to purch<~se a costume for that spooky
night of fear und fun.
Here are some easy, economical
ways to make Halloween costume.;.

Mad Sdentist
Feel like being a mad scienti:.t
this year? All you have to do is
gob lots of hair gel in your mane
until it sticks upright. Next, put
lots of white maJ..:eup on your face
and black eye ~hudow around your
eyes to create that pale look of the
dead. Then, wear either a doctor's
jacket or an oversized white shin
spluttered with ketchup to give the
impression of blood. Finish up this
ready-to-go costume with a beaker
and chemistry goggles.

If you're an excrcilie freak or
just want to have some fun this
Halloween. then this next costume
is perfect. To be a Richard Simmons look-alike. simply wear a
mesh tank top with white short
shorts. Complete this (()ok with
white knee-high socks. tennb
shoes und a curly brown wig.

Angel
In the mood to be angelic? Just
cut out a hole in a white sheet for
your head. then spray the sheet
lightly with clear spray paint and
spnnkle glitter on ir before the
paint dries. Next. make a halo out
of a clothes hanger covered with
aluminum foil.

l\'I&M
lf you have a taste for something
sweet. then dressing like an M&M
is the perfect costume. Cut a hole

for your head out of a brown pillowcac;e and one hole on either
side for your arms. Then cut out
two M's and nn ampersund in a
different-colored cloth and affix
the letters to the pillow slip front
using a glue gun or stapler. Fini:.h
off by pulling the pillow slip over
your head and sewing or gluing
the middle of the opening where
your legs come out in order to
stuff the pillow case with newspa·
per to give it a plump look.

Ra••gedv
Ann
t=t
~

For a Raggedy Ann get· up, use a
dyed-red mop for hair and large
bobby pins to hold it in place.
Wear a blue dress l·overed by a
white apron, tube sockl. with horizontal red and white stnpes and
black "Mury Jane" shoes or a pair
of black loafers. Put your llll)p hair
in pigtails using two bow clips and
make large spots on your cheeks
with rouge.
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Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News

Eaton-Galloway wedding

Share your
good news!
"The Murray State News"
1s pleased to present its
first special section featuring all Murray State
students, faculty and staff
who wish to announce
engagements, weddings,·
anniversaries, births or
birthdays.

Junior graphic communications
tmtJ<'r Chad William Eaton anti Jessica Ryan Galloway were married
O..:t. I 1 at the New Hope Missi<lO·
nry Baptist Church in their hometown of Benton, Ill. A reception follo\\ed at the Benton Eagles Hall.
The bride is the daughter of
Tammy und Mike Bowers from
Benton. 111 .. and the granddaughter
of Mildred und Crover GaJioway.
from Dahlgren. Ill. Jessica works as
a men's clothes stocker n1 the Murray Wai-Mnrt.
The groom is the son of Jim and
Nancy Eaton from Benton. III., and
is the grandson of Bill and Murl
Hutson from Marion. m.. and Bill
and Norm;• Eaton from Herin, Ill.
Chad received un associate's degree
from Rend Lake College in gmphic
design and currently works nt the
Trophy Case.
The couple is planning a honeymoon to Hawaii.

With enough submissions, a special page each
month will celebrate the
good fortune of these
individuals. To announce
a special' occas10n for
yourself or someone else,
send your name, classification, announcement
and phone number to
thenews@murraystate .
edu.
For engagements and
weddings, submit information
at
www.
thenews.org, or come to
Il l Wilson Hall and tell
us m person.

metrocrc,Jtivegraphics.com

Gregory·Rush wedding

Lamb-Jones wedding

2003 Murray State graduate Dain
Brandon Gregory and Kathryn Ellen
Rush, junior from Louisville, were
married at I p.m. Aug. 2 at the Farst
Baptist Church in Culvert City.
The bride is the daughter of Carl
anti Mary Rush and the £rnnddnughter of Joseph and Ellen Nash and
Charles ond Mary Rush, all from
Louisville.
Kttthryn gmduated from Sacred
Heart Academy 111 LoUisville in
2000 and is currently pursuing a
major in organizational communica·
tion.
The groom is from Calvert C1ty
and is the son of Jilll and Gayla Oregory and the grandson of Chelis nnd
Helen Larrison, from Metropolis.
Jll .. and Dorothy ond Maro;hall Gregury, also from Metropolis.
Dain ilttent.lcd Marshall County
High School anti gntt.luated in 1997
before pursuing a degree in occupational safety and health ~md pla)' ing
football at Murray State. He currently work::o for Pell.t Inc. in Mum1y.
The rnmd of honor was Maunluru
Barnard, junior from Fairiicld, Ill.
The hnde':. cousin, Snmh Nash of
Louisville. was the bridesmaid
The best man was the groom's
brother, Lnnce Gregory, from
Calvert City. The gro1l111's cOUliin,
J,unie Eichult:r from Metropolis, was
the groomsman
Music was provided hy the bride' s
uncle, Dennis Nosh from Louisville.

Chut.l Pryor Lamb, a 2002 Murray
state graduate, and Kelli Ann Jones,
n 2003 graduate, were married at
5:30 p m. Oct. II at the Benton
Church of Chri.;t. Gt!ne Gilliland
officiated. A reception followed at
the Murray Staic University Alumm
Center.
The bride is the daughter of Kenneth and Patti Jones, who both went
to Murr;~y State ond currently resiJe
in Benton. Palli is the associate
direcror of Murray State's Alumni
Affairs. Kelh is the gmnddaughter of
the late Orval and Wanda Mahon,
from Salem, Ill., and the late Julian
Jones, from Benton. Kclli is a Alpha
Omicron Pi alumna and works as .1
night manager and recruiter for Murray St.ue ot the Henderson campus.
fhe groom is the son of Don and
Mary Kay Lamb, of Sturgis, hoth of
whom also graduated from Murray
State. He 1s the l:'fandson of Charles
Pryor and the late Manha Pride
Pryor, also Murray State alumni. and
the late Fred Lamb, another Murray
State graduate, and Detty Lamb,
who IS 5till living.
Chad as 11 Racer foothall alumnus
.md io; a sales representative for Balfour Inc., an account exocuti\e for
"BusincssWisc'' magazint' and the
asshtalll football coa~·h ;11 Union
County High School.
The couple were the first to hold""
wedding reception in Murray State' s
Alumm Center.

so...
'
psychology, huh?

Way to go buddy.
You finally worked up the nerve t o talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That's where we come in.
Visit our website and subscribe to the Email Edition.
You'll get the latest campus news, college sports, and
calendar events delivered right to your inbox.
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Petersen-Murray
engagement

Rick Allan Petersen, u
200 I Murray State grauu-

me. nnu Shainu K. Murray.
a junior technical wliting

major from Owensboro. are
pleased to announce their
engagement.
The bride-to-be 1s the
daughter of Lc<~ h Hagan
and the granddaughter of
Orenda Bartlett, both from
Owensboro. Murray is
involved in the department
of humanities nnd tine arts
ancJ is a member of the
National Society of Collegiate Scholars.
The groom-to-be is the
son of Dan and Kathy
Petersen. of Meridian
Miss., and the grandson of
Donald and Phyllis Meese,
from of Lansing. M ich.,
and Robert and Catherine
Peterson of Nahma. Mich .
Peter:;en was n computer
science majur at Murray
State and currently works in
Meridian as n .)Upport :;oftware spccwlist at Ideal
Software Systems.
The wedding will be held
at 11 a.m. Dec. 20 at Bellevue Baptist Church in
Owensboro.

Look who's reading ...

Schweizer-Trice
engagement

Eli1.abcth Dre\\ Trice. senior
from Madisonville. and Mark
Christopher Schweizer, senior
from Hopkinsville. are pleased
to announce their engagement.
The bride-to-be is the dnughter of Brad and Lib l.ocke. of
Madisonville, and Andy Trice,
from Owensboro. She is the
granddaughter of James nnd
Doris Trice and Buddy and
Ethel J...Qcke, all from Madisonville.
Elizabeth is involved in the
Honors program. the Foreign
L::mguage Club and the National
Broadcasting Society at Murray
State.
The groom·to·bc is the son of
Mark and Donis Schweizer,
from Hopkinsville, and the
grandson of Harold and Pearl
Cockerell. from Columbus, Ga.•
and Mark and Korol Schweizer,
from Altamonte Springs, Fla.
Mark is the prestdent ot the
Murray Independent Film A~~o
ciation as well us a member of
the Design Group and the Organit.ntion of Murr<~y Art Students.
The wedding will be July 24
at the First United Mc:thlldist
Church in Hopkinsville. A
reception will follow in the
FUMC fellowship hall .

. tl1e
M urra¥ ,State
news

Sports

Sports Editor: Chris jung
Ph one: 762-4468
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On the
right track
Upstart cycling club competes
at National Collegiate Cycling
Championships in New Mexico
by Chris Jung
Sports Editor
Two Murray natives cycled
through a !().mile course, up
1,350 feet of mountain to 11.000
feet worth of elevation in Angel
fire. New Mexico'?
No, seniors Daniel Matheny
and Tina Sykes, didn't take a
wrong tum off 12th Street.
Instead, they were representing
the Murray State club cycling
team at the National Cycling
Association National Championships held from Oct. 9 to 12 at
tJle Angel Fire Resort.
Matheny, president of the
University club team, gathered
this now six-member group at
the beginning of the fall semes-ter. and regardless ofjust getting
started. the squad has already
achieved many accolades.
Matheny and Sykes qualified
regionally for the national
championships out of the Midwest Collegi<lte Cycling Conference. a region that includes Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio.
Missouri, Michigan and Wis-

consin. In order to qualify for
nationals, cyclists had to finish
in the top four out of the entire
conference.
"I've raced at other schools
before and received scholarships
to do s.o," Matheny said. "So, I
felt like this would be a nice
thing to get started at Murray
State before I left (for gradua·
lion)."
The race at Angel Fire Resort
featured 281 riders who represented close to 60 different colleges nationwide. Out of the
aforementioned amount, Matheny finished 38th in the cross
country portion of the race and
19th on the short track. In the
women's division, Sykes placed
30th in the cross country and
also finished 19th in the short
track. There were four disci·
plines at the race, including
cross country, short track,
downhill and dual slalom.
"It was great,'' Sykes said.
"There's just a really strong
commraderie between all the
riders even though we all come
from different regions."

"Whether you're from the
coast or the west coast.
we're all out there riding for the
same rea~n."
Other schools featured at the
elite race included Texas Tech,
Arizona State, Michigan State,
Aorida State and the defending
champion from 2002, Co1orado.
"By starting this club, we
wanted to offer a unique individual sport that people can take
with them for a long time,"
Matheny said. "In other sports,
you just play during your four
years of high school and maybe
four more in college, and that's
it."
"Basically, we're seelcing to
get people involved with some·
thing that's a life-long sport, as
well as a starting base if people
are interested in being physical·
ly fit."
With a strong perfonnance at
a premier venue and at such an
early stage, the MSU cycling
club may accelerate fairly
quickly on campus. For more
infonnation, phone Matheny at
293-3824.
ea~t

Tina Sykes/Guest

Senior Daniel Matheny takes a sharp turn during the National Collegiate Cycling Association National Championships held from Oct. 9 to 12 at Angel Fire Resort in New Mexico.
Matheny and several others started a cycling club at the beginning of the fall semester.

Lap.e~led .Racers .win on road,
by j ake Low ary
Staff Writer
Junior tailback Ron Lane took the reins and led the
Racer team to its first win in four weeks over Southeast Missouri on Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Lane rushed for 130 yards and two scores to give
Murra)' State the 27-24 victory.
The Racers (3-6, 2-3 Ohio Valley Conference)
haven't won since Oct. 4.
After the game, head coach Joe Pannunzio com·
mended the team's drive and fortitude.
''These guys just kept fighting and never gave up.
We kept fighting and scratching all night long. and
that's the kind of kids that we have in this program,"
he said.
Despite the win, Pannunz.io says the team is still
not where he wants it to be but is making strides.
Punnunlio ulso praised the team's defensive efforts.
"Our defense really. really stepped up for us
tonight. We put them in some bad spots, but they
really made some plays. especially there at the end.

It was a great effort for everybody;• he said.
The game was tied I 0·1 0 going into halftime. But
with 12 minutes left in the third quarter, Lane
pounded his way into the end 1one for a 6-yard score
to cap off a two-play. 8-yard drive. Msu·s junior
defensive back Laroni Gallishaw recovered a fumble
by SEMO's Antonio Scaife to set up the drive and
ensuing score.
SEMO wasn't going to be denied, and the Indian's
Chaun Tate tied the game on un 80-yard run with I 1
minutes remaini ng in the third quarter. SEMO's
Jamel Oliver then put the Indians up 24-17 on a 1yard touchdown run with four minutes left in the
quarter.
MSU responded with a 24-yard field goal from
senior Jesse OhHger to pull the Racers within 4 with
j ust under 12 minutes to go in the game. The Racer
defense .shut the volatile SEMO offense down during
the fi nal I 9 minutes. allowing MSU to mount a fourplay, 45-yard drive.
" I told our offen!>ive line that all I needed was a
hole to run through. and I'd take care of the rest,"

27-24 over SEMO

Lane said about the game-winning drive.
Murray State's pass defense is rated No. l nationally, and it held the Indians to just 150 yards through
the air. On the other side, MSU's rushing game averaged just under 4 yards a carry at 3.82 ~rds per
rush. The team ran for 214 yards on 56 car~es.
Defensively, the Racers were solid as senior linebacker and leading tackler Bobby Sanders nai led
down I 0 tackles. 1>ix of which were solo. Junior line·
backer Patrick Schultz was on the same page with
seven stops of his own.
Sanders said the team is looking to spoil the
remainder of the year for other OVC teams.
"The rest of the way, we just want to ruin everybody else's season. We had our~ ruined, so now we
want to try and have a hand in how the OVC race
plays out by beating everybody we can," he said.
Gallishaw also thinks the Racers can play spoilsport for a lot of other teams in the conference.
"We still have a lot to play for, and we can still
have a big impact on what happens in the conference
race," he said.

MSU will next face conference rival Eastern Ken·
tucky University.
In Monday's press conference. Pannunzio said he
is keeping an eye on EKU quarterback Matt Guice,
who he called the best quarterback in the league.
"He's got a great ability to escape from defenders.
He's got a great creativeness nbout him where, when
he escapes, he can make big plays," he said.
Pannunzio also said he is worried about EKU' s
man-to-man coverage.
"They have great cover guys. and lust year we
Lried to throw the ball to Deandre (Green). and they
were able to cover him one-on-one," Pannunzio said.
"Su that really concerns me this week because we
need our receivers to make some plays for us.''
Game time is 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at Roy Stewart
Stadium. This will be the second-to-last home game
of the season .
The Racers .are on the road next week at the University of Tennellsee-Martin and will return home
for the final game of the regular season Nov. 22
against Tennessee State.

Arrow achievement reaffirms hunter's sanity
After two months of enduring hour.; of sitting in trees and
ground blinds in weather ranging from 85 degrees to freezjng and
watching numerous small bucks walk by within easy bow range.
he was finally coming my way.
I had taken several does and enjoyed the scenery and my time
in the woods, but now things were getting serious. As he ambled
down the hill. I knew a chance at taking my first .mature whitetail buck with a bow and arrow was moments away.
The hunt began at about 4 on Friday morning. My alarm
blared scratchy, out-of-tune country music in my ear. My feet hit
the cold tile floor of my Elizabeth College donn room. I was
planning on driving home and making the trip before daylight so
1could slip into the woods under the cover of darKness.
With my window rolled down and crisp air flowing into my
pickup. 1 blared a little Garth Brooks to keep myself awake as I
cruised down 1-24. I love to bowhunt, but I was beginning to
question my sanity for putting myself through this torture. Staying out with friends until midnight and then rising a few hours
later to go hunting was beginning to take its toll. I began to tell
myself that I would hit it hard this weekend, and if I didn't tag

OVC Football Standings
Overall
5·3

Jacksonville State
rmnessec St.1te
Samford
E;'lstem Ulinms
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO
Murray Stale
Tcnncss('e Tech

I

4·1
3-1

5-3
5·3
3·5

3·2
2·2

3-5

2-2

2·6

2·2
2.-3

3-6

T~Mes:,.('e-Martin

ovc

2·5

1·3

2·7

1-4

OVC Football Schedule
Nov.l
Eastern Kentucky@ Murray State,
1:30 p.m.
Samford @Tennessee Tech, 2 p.m.
SEMO@Tennes~-Martin, 2 p.m.
Eastern HJinois@ Tennessee State,
6p.m.

my buck. I would hang the bow up and wait tor rine :;eawn.
1 was a little nervous stepping into my house in the predawn
hours. I didn't want to wake anyone up and be mistaken for a
home invader, especially since I was dressed from head to toe in
camouflage and wearing a hunting knife. As quiet as 1 was, I
guess I still made too much noise. I turned to see mom standing
there with her hand~ on her hips. "This bowhunting is getting a
little old, Will. I think you need to take a break,'' she said. I nod·
ded. grabbed some coffee and headed to the woods.
I didn't shoot a buck that morning, but I did see several deer.
A few of them were exhibiting the behavior I was looking forrutting behavior. The rut is the one time of year when whitetail
does come into estrus and are receptive to breeding. Otherwise
wary bucks let their guard down a little as their mind frame~ shift
from feeding and hiding to chasing girls. It's a great time to be in
the woods. not only to bag a bu~.:k but just to watch their some·
what comical antics. They sort of remind me of some fellows I
know here on campus.
So that morning, when a doe came running off of the hillside
above me and continuously looking over her shoulder, I knew

OVC Volleyball Standings

ovc

Oct. 31

15-S

9-1

15-9
16·9
8·16
16·7

8-2
7·3
7-4

Samford @ Eastern Kentucky,
6p.m.
jack..o;onville State@ Morehead
State, 6 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Austin Peay,
7p.m.
Eastern Illinois@ Tennessee State,
7p.m.
Murray State@ Tennes5ee Tech,
7 p.m.

Overall

Murray State
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO
Jacksonville State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Samford
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State

OVC Volleyball Schedule

11·12
9·1 4

7·18
9·14
4-22
6·20

6·4
6-4
4-6
4-6

3-7

2·8
0-11

she had company. Sure t•nough. I spotted a fine eight-point rack
of antlers coming through the oaks. This particular doe wasn't
receptive yet, and I could almost bee the look of frusrration in the
buck'!! eyes. I gave him my best imitation of a challenging buck
grunt on my deer call and hoped he would be willing to fight
Sure enough. he began walking toward my tree. As he stepped to
within 10 yards, I drew rny bow, took careful aim and watched
my arrow disappear into his chest The big whitetail took a few
steps and fell.
As I wrapped my hands around his antlers and admired their
perfect symmetry, I realit.ed why I put myself through this dance
each fall. It was for a chance at a moment like this. I began to
realize that although I'd taken sevcr.!l big bucks with a nne. there
was something about dropping one with a bow that was different 1 hadn't just worked this ~ason for that buck. I'd been alter
him since the tirst day I set foot into the wood.-. with a bow in my
hnnc.J and a deer tag in my pocket.

Will Rrantley is the hunting an.dfishint? columnist for "The Murray State New.s. "

OVC Soccer Standings
Samford
Eastern Illinoi~
Jacksonville State
Tennessee-Martin
SEMO
Tennc%ee TC'ch
Murray State
Austin Peay
~torchcad State

Overall
11·4·3

ovc
6·1·0

8·6·3

5·0·2
4-{l-3
3·2·2

8·5-4
9·9·0
5·10.3
5-12·1
2-lJ.l

3-3·1
3-4·0
2·5-0
1·6·0
0-6·0

9·5·4
10-3-4

OVC Soccer Schedule
Oct. 31

Austin Peay@ Easn..--m Illinois, 2 p.m.
Mon·hcad State@ Tenni.'S5ee-Martin,
2p.m.
Jacksonville State@ Samford, 7 p.m.
TCI'Ul(.'S.S(.'C Tech@ SEMO, 7 p.m.
Nov. 2.
Morehead State@ Murray State,
lp.m.
Chilttanooga @TL'I'U'ICSSee-Martin,
1 p.m.
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~idnight ~adness

ideas
possibly taken for Fan Jam

The way I understand it, you
must strike while the proverbial
iron is hot in order to be heard, so
that is exactly what I am here to
do.
If you wonderful and dedicated
readers recall a past column I
wrote a few weeks ago concerning my idea of Midnight Madness. I ask that you take heed to
what I have to say this week.
For those of you who aren't
aware. the idea spread like wild·
tire through campus when I lirst
proposed it several weeks ago,
and it caught on among other
loyal Racer basketball supporters
in hopes of seeing something new
and exciting. However, the athletic department once again refused
to make any move toward making
my idea a reality. leaving us stuck
once again with the spills and
thrills of Fan Jam. On top of that.
the promotion boys and girls in
the department have now decided
to deliver a slap in the face to
your most treasured sports columnist.
You are probably asking, ''Pat,
what have they done that affects
you directly?" One word tells the
story: THEFf!
That's right. as in stealing my
ideas to hopefully better their
pathetic effort at creating presenson basketball enthusiasm. No, it
is not the idea of Midnight Madness they have stolen or the autograph session with players and
coaches. They have taken my idea
of getting the students involved
with an opportunity to drain a
mid-court shot for a seme!.'iter's
tuition.
I have been stripped ofiDy dig·
nity, robbed of my creativity and
swept under the rug by the athletic department. and all I am left to

ask is "WhyT' If I recall correctly, when head coaches Mick
Cronin and Joi Williams were
hired, they emphasized their
desire to get students more
involved with the basketball program . Here I stand trying to build
that bridge from the athletic
department to the student~. and
apparently my efforts were not
nobl.e enough f9i I have yet to
rece1ve a response.
What more do they want'?
I provide the ideas, the activities and the willingness to make a
change for the better and Lo spark
new enthusiasm. I get the campus
and many other fans in support of
the idea, and what do we get in
return? The usual, uneventful
waste of time otherwise known a<;
Fan Jam.
To the athletic department, I
commend your unrecognizable
efforts at trying to take this program to the next level by promoting our new coaches and promising teams with a lackluster (and,
yes, Division III effort). One of
these days. maybe the realization
will be reached that we have an
extremely talented program headed by two bright young coaches
that are worthy of far more support and promotion than what
they are given.
Finally. to the students and supporters of Midnight Madness, I
thank you for your efforts and
willingness to make an impact on
this upcoming season . Although
the preseason will not begin with
an exciting bang. at least we
knoy. we have much to look forward to in the months to come
with Racer basketball.
As always, feel free to send in a
letter to the editor or e-mail me at
patclark@hotmail.com.
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Still
kicking

Rashod Taylor/The News

Murray State senior forward E mily SchaUer looks to pass
during the Racers' Oct. 17 4-1 loss to Eastern Illinois.

Racers beat Peay 3-2, play
on despite significant injuries
by Nathan Clin.kenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor
With a 3-2 victory over Austin
Peay
State
University
in
Clarksville, Tenn., on Sunday, the
Murray State women's soccer team
picked up its fifth win of the season
and second win in three games.
The Racers (5-10-3, 2-5 OVC)
have been plagued by injuries the
entire 2003 season, but that hasn' t
stopped the team from putting up a
strong finish to "ihe Ohio Valley
Conference season.
Junior forward Jackie Thomas
got things going for MSU, netting

News

Mu rray St a te junior forward Ja ckie T hom as drives
upfield as the Racers tie d IP FW t-1 on Se pt. 19.

the 76th minute to give the women
a two-goal advantage, 3-1. APSU
fought back quickly with a goal of
their own from Ashley Cannonjust
42 seconds after Gustafson's goal.
her fifth goal of the season in the
After the Cannon goal, the Govs
21st minute on an assist from could not find the net again and
junior Kristin Robertson to give the were stopped in the final 14 minRacers an early 1-0 lead.
utes by the Racer defense.
APSU (5-12· 1, 1-6 OVC)
TheRacersoutshotAPSU22-17
evened the score at one a piece overall and 13-7 on goal. The win
with a goal by Amanda McLean in in goal went to freshman goalkeepthe 32nd minute, and the score er Heather Jones who was playing
would until halftime.
in just her second game of the 2003
Early on in the second half, the season.
Racers struck again as junior forWith the season drawing to a
ward Theresa Reedy scored her close, Gustafson said her teamfifth goal of the season in the 60th mates wanted to finish the season
minute to giYe -the women a lead • on a high DOfe wbile.adding a little
they would never relinquish.
fun to their games. Despite the
Senior midfielder Lindsey injuries, the women are still playGustafson added another goal in ing with their beads held high.

"I think we just wanted to go out
their and have fun," Gustafson
said. "We all wanted to finish the
season out strong, and we have had
fun doing it. Our offense and
defense played great for us on Sunday."
Head coach Mike Minielli said
he has been very pleased with his
team's attitude the entire seao;on
despite the adversity faced
throughout the year.
"Our girls' attitude has been the .
same for the whole season,''
Minielli said. "When it has been
easy to get down and worry about
personal accomplishments. our
girls have stayed away from that."
Morehead..State comes to town
at 1 p.m. Sunday as the Racer team
close out its 2003 season. Admission is free to all fans.

Break out your chaps & boots, it's time for
lambda Chi Alpha's annual western style crush dance.
We would like to invite the following cowgirls to join us
Thursday Nov. 6th, at 8 p.m ..at the Lambda Chi house:
Abby Miller
Ad r i a n ne Sams
Al ese H ayes
Al ex V a li
Ali c i a M ath is
Ali c i a R ay
A li c i a Sto le
Alii Wiles
Ama n da Carfer
A m a nda H e ndr i c k s
A mbe r LyleS
Amy E c kh ar,d
Amy R oger s
Andrea N ester;
A nnie S nide r
A nnie W a l ker
A nnie L awson
A r e i a Hath cock
Ap r il Steenbe r gen
A s hley Be.YI
Ashle y D un n
A s hle y E lliot
Ashley Gam b l e
A s hle y Hay es
A s hley K rarner
A s hley H ancock
A s hley Morr i s
Ashley Myers
A s hle y S t a w to n
A s hle y Stan ton
Beth B a r row
Beth J a r boe
Bl a i re B u s h a r t
B ri dget:t Miller
Bri ttany B ogard
Bri t-tany H a r grove

-

B ri ttany Quinla n
Bri ttany R e nfro
B r ook e Davi s._,~~m1firnl~
Brook e H a rris
Candice Cochrum
Cath erine Wright
Carrie Corn accio
Casey Corn e l is on
Casey Humke y
Catl in Su mme r s
C h e l see T h o mps on
C h eri e Stive r s
C h risten Yat es
C h r i sti na C l a rk
C hristy Cow a n
Dana Edwards
Dana Sm i t h
D a ni Harri son
D iana Du n can
El a ine Roper
Elizab eth Dande n eau
l:lle n Yonts
Emily Detric k
E mily Gaime n
Emily Goe hma n
Emily ~ust
Emily K retz
Emily Stratm a n
E mily W ayl a n d
Erin Murphy
G in a Pfa nne r stil
H eath e r Grif'fin
H o lly Te mple
J acKi e Hunte..Jamle Sch a ffe r
Janelle DeCourcey
Janessa Mor to n

Kyl a D e h a y
Miranda Barnett
Lac y Hoc king
Missy J e nkins
Landy S yle r
Nic ole Bra ndt
Lane D e nnis on
Nlllie Djassam i
L a ura H o l t
m e la Finle y
L a ura Hurt
ula S inge..L a u ..-a M a nni
h e l Albe rte ..Laure n Hines
c h e l L eech
L a u..-e n J o n es
R e mington
L a u..-e n Jung
e m a ry S c hmidt
Lau..-e n Wil s o
Powe ll
L eeAnna G r eer'll'
R a il
Lindsay And
Sch a ..-de in
Lindsey H a
in e y
L indsey M e l
- ....."".......... Bro u g h ton
Lindsey Whi
a rk
Lisa Carney
II
Lisa Jarb o
Rus hing
Lizzy Don a
...,..,,,.,...•nhurs t
•I:mTiffitiTnmmHi~!Wl~'n
Bumm
L o ri B eato
Lynn C a rli."l.~l't"!it!ffi.tlltt&~tw.wl~
M c D a n l e Is
L y nns ie B
lark
M acy And
M a llory C
M a r y Ryb
M e a gan
M eagan
M egan
M egan
M egan
·

~XJ ega n

Mega

te
M egan R a inville
M egan Roger s
M egan Wi se
M egh a n Kin g
M e r e dit h Gat es

Sports
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Let the chase begin
New coaches plan to run as men's, women's basketball returns to Regional Special Events Center
by Chris]ung
Sports Editor
No catchy. eye-grabbing lead is necessary here. The following announcement
speaks for itself.
Racer hoops are back.
And with a seemingly recharged
approach induced by two bright, up-andcoming new head coaches for the men •s
and women •s basketball teams, both
teams should provide oodles of excitement and glimpses of the program's
future when exhibition games begin in
several weeks.
The official season kicked off Tuesday
at the Wildhorse Saloon in Nashville, the
site of the 2003-04 Ohio Valley Conference Basketball Media Day. At the
event. conference coaches were interviewed, plans were announced and preseason rankings were released.
In the men's division, Murray State

(17-12 last season) received 168 points
and are picked to finish third in the OVC
behind first-place Morehead State and
defending OVC champ Au~tin Peay.
"I think we were picked third based on
our tradition more than anything else,"
First-year Hend Coach Mick Cronin
said. "We do have six seniors with a lot
of experience. and those guys will determine, with their attitudes and their
effort, what type of season we have."
Along with the announcement of the
team's placement, senior forward Cuthbert Victor was selected to the AIJ-OVC
Preseason First Team.
Last season. Victor was the Racers'
leading scorer, averaging 15.3 points per
game, which accompanied an even eight
rebounds a game. The First Team player
also was busy this summer, playing for
the Virgin Island national team in the
Olympic Tournament in Puerto Rico.
During that tournament. Victor had the

2003-04 OVC Men's Basketball Preseason Rankings
1.5Hin\tcd hy ht'lld rta!>l\et:Ja<> ~oar;h!:;, af"\J !!porh :nformillto'1 directors)
I

,

1. Austin Peay ( 18 first-place votes)
If

,

2. Morehead State (three first-place votes)
\

\

I

I

198
172

0

3. Murray State (one first-place votes)
I

168

I

4. Southeast Missouri

'x. . '

_, _,

5. Tennessee Tech
I

6. Tennessee-Martin
/

'

7.
8. Eastern Kentucky
9. Eastern Illinois

~

83
\

70

'
/

10. Jacksonville State

70

11 . Tennessee State

40

opportunity to face off against the United States team, a squad that included
current NBA superstars.
'"All of the preseason selections are
based on the numbers and stats from last
year." Cronin said. "Cuthbert put up
impressive numbers last year in OVC
play. and he deserves to be included on
the First Team."
Last season, MSU used a late-season
run to put itself in conte ntion for the
OVC title and even earned a No. 4 seed
in the tournament. A loss to eventual
champ APSU, however, e nded the Racers' season early, and this year's squad
should be eager to get back to the NCAA
Tournament in March, as six experiences seniors will lead the charge.
Also under the direction of a first-year
head coach, the women's team was
picked to finish ninth in the OVC standings, receiving 58 points. SEMb e dged
Peay as the slight favorite to win the

ovc.

Head Coach Jol Williams has already
made quite an impact in her few months
at Murray, and her demand for conditioning should help improve upon the
team's 8-20 record from 2002-03.
Returni ng for MSU are j unior guards
Brittany Park and Rebecca Remington
and sophomore center Lori Trumblee.
Park averaged 9.5 points and 3.4 assists
per game last season, and Remington
saw limited action as a result of nagging
injuries.
As a freshman, Trumblee emerged as a
true center and played strong in the middle, finishing second in scoring with 9.6
points per game. S he also averaged 5.8
rebounds per game and bad 31 blocks o n
the season.
Both teams were formally introduced
at Fan Jam at the Regional Special
Events Center last night.
Information and photographs were
unavailable at press time, but check back
next week for fu ll coverage. Also be on
the lookout for a special edition. previewing both the men's and women's
2003-04 teams.

'

2003-04 OVC Women's Basketball Preseason Rankings
(stJI<l-.:ltHJ uy ''t!a::l tJ!Jt.>katb..stl c;oa..:t.~s <Jn<l ,ports mforrna\turr d ret:turs)

188
182

3.

167

4.

147

5.

106

6.

Eastern Illinois

7.

Tennessee-Martin

100

8.

9.

Murray State

10.

Tennessee State

11 .

Samford
(Schools were not allowed to rank
Ten points were awarded for a first-place vote,

Jenny Hahn/The News

(Schools were not allowed to rank their own team.
Ten polnts ,wer~ awarded for a first-place vote, n)ne for second, etc.)

graphics by Samt Sop•tg•rapast/The News

Murray State junior guard Rebecca
Remington wUI be vital to the •cceu
of the 2003-04 women's basketball
team. MSU wUI open Its season Nov. 8
against tbe St. Louis AU-Stan.

The Summer Orientation Staff
Is now accepting applications
and conducting Interviews.
Stop by the 5th Floor of Sparks TODAY to pick up an
application and organization information.

Interview dates are Sunday, N ovember 9 and
Sunday, N ovember 16. More in fo rmat ion w ill
be provided along w ith your app licat ion. Don't
forget to sign up for an interview t im e!!
This is a GREAT opportunity to get involved on
campus, meet lots of people, and have a lot of FUN!!
For any additional questions, please contact:
Annie Lawson at andrea lawson@muuaystate.edu
or Tish Lyte at tisb Jyte@botmail.com

www.thenews.org/scholarships
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TUTOIS NEEDED; .ACT
WORKSHOP: MATH, SCI·
ENCE, ENGLISH, Uld READ·
INCi: Tutors are needed for an
ACT Prep WorkshoP on iat""'-Y• November lS, fi'Ofll 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. futor requlrements Include 3.0 CPA and
sophomore standing or hi&h·
er. Pr•vious tutorin& ~rf·
ence Is desired. Applications
an be p8ickectup.in the Edu.
cational Talent Searth offtce
in the TRIO Building, aaass

NEON lEER SIGNS ana assort-

ed oCher metal sjgns. Traders

Flea Market and B!ng<) Center.
Exit 16 off 1-24 PaduCah. ()pe!'
Sal and Sun. 9 a.rfl. • 6 p.m. Ask
for
Jack at office.

H;:;Cs • POLE lAIN
lUll

16th Street from Al"ander
Hall. Application deadline is
October 31 . For more lnfor·
mation, caU Vince Mefflock
at 762·3168.

BAITENDH

MNEls

NEEDED $250/day
Local Positions.
3985 exL164

PANW em lEAtH. Sirid-

DkMtr-seac:on Beach ReiOI't.
t:ri>m $39 1·2 ~ ot arrive
Su.JMon.-..fREE niRht. Restrh:·
tions. Pools, river ilde, Jacuzzi,
tltci
bar.
80()o488-8828

~tential.

1-800-293·

~Ilia

30xSOx10' $4,695.00 indudes
plans, instructions, slider,
painted metal, •free delivery,
937-71 1471.

~ !f!P for the onlY.~~
BreaJCCom~ny

for

free

: 1\ ·\ \ \ I

~~..

trips

recofnlzea

ethk:a Earn

&

CA$Hl

www.wr~nabruktrayel .com
1-800-61~386

lfiiNC BIAI DCA..
TIONSI Canc~n, Jamak:a. N.a-.
pulco, Baham.u, Mazatlan,

11

Florida, S.Padre. 110% Best
Prices! Book Now & ~ Free
Parties & Meals! GftM:!P DJs,

;;:· ,~n'~t;:
~rs.c:om

GLASSIFliDS WOIOO

Claisifieds deadline:
l p.m. Wednesday

Dr. Douglai W. Payne • oatamt~•tnst
506 N. 12th: St. Suite.G (In the Olympic Plam ShoppiiiQ Center)

Murray, KY .42071 • (270) 753-S!Wl
Mon. -Fri. • 9 a.m. -6 p.m. (Sot. by aPj)l only)

•
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Kyser
Jung

Lough

C1ar1c

Sports Editor

Presentation Editor

Staff Ulrlter

Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

(74-42)

(72-44)

(69-47)

Last Week:

Carolina @ Houston
Pittsbu h@ Seattle
St. Louis @ San Francisco
Green Ba @Minnesota
Oakland @ Detroit
N.Y. Giants @ N.Y. Jets
Jacksonville @ Baltimore

Clinkenbeard

Last Week:

Last Week:

Houston
Seattle
San Francisco
Minnesota
Detroit
N.Y. Jets
Baltimore

Carolina
Se ttle
San Francisco
Minnesota
Oakland
N.Y. Giants
Baltimore
Cincinnati

Carolina
Seattle
St. Louis
Green B
Oakland
N.Y. Giants
Baltimore
Cincinnati

Houston
Seattle
St. Louis
Minnesota
Oakland
N.Y. Giants
Baltimore
Cincinnati

Denver

BAeK BV POPULAR IJSWIJUID••• PLUS BDIIUSI
H.R.'5 HOI/II- SHOP NOJ/1 FHROUGH 1101/. 27"', 200S

...

VOU GAT- ....,.._

YOU CNT... --HA-

YOU GAT-: -1111•.,

YOU GaT•••

1::=:..)1. a~t& 2::10.~ I~t&

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
@

2003 Blockbuster Inc.

Nail Art bY Tra119 ~

WHOLE
CHICKEN

BONELESS
ENGLISH
ROAST

PIRDUI All Noturcal F,..sh
Ulln- :S, P£UMI

..., -......,.OliO'
USDA CHOfCI

•located conveniently
(lt The Cutting Edge,
in front of Waf~Mart

•1 Oo/o MSU discount
·-Manicure
-Pedicure

4$

, -Full set
-Airbrush Designs
COCA-COLA
SPRITE; Regular,

Call for an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

Diet .._.. Caffeine frM
( 12/'ACIC/12 oz. cona)

hlecoed \'otlooOIM-

(610 14 ..........,

EZII
HIALTHY CHOICE
NOVELTIES
Wect..tYari-.

(6d......,

EZII

HEALTHY CHOICE
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